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Introduction 

Closet writers are everywhere — in boardrooms, factories, kitchens, 
fields, barns, operating rooms, even space shuttles. The current interest 
in writing has been referred to as explosive. Would-be authors are 
busting out of their self-imposed literary closets, hungry for inspiration. 
Google provides more than 80,000 links to writers’ groups, and 
hundreds of universities and colleges in North America offer writing 
programs.  

A U.S. survey concluded that 81 per cent of Americans feel they have a 
book in them and want to write it. But where are the books? People are 
itching to get their stories out of their systems and onto paper, but they 
don’t. Something is holding them back. 

As a writing instructor, I have stumbled across a secret. Most of the 
time instructors spend “teaching” writers has little to do with 
punctuation, grammar and plot — and a lot to do with “granting 
permission.” Giving people the confidence to call themselves writers 
empowers them to leap out of the “closet” and discover the magic 
within themselves.   

As a former closet writer who came out at the age of 41, I have 
experienced that enchantment. My greatest passion is to help others 
share in the excitement of that discovery. The Writing Fairy™ Guide to 
Calling Yourself a Writer is a way I can reach across geographic 
boundaries to deliver my message. 

So, what’s with the “fairy” thing? 
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When I was a little girl, my favourite fairy tale was “Sleeping Beauty.” 
In the original version of the story written by Charles Perrault in 1697, 
there were seven fairies who bestowed qualities on the newborn 
princess — including artistic talent. Although I thought that the 
princess was beautiful and the prince divine, I related more to the fairy 
godmothers, particularly the chubby one in the Disney version of the 
story. I still do. 

Inspired by that enchanting legend, for the past decade I have set about 
the mission of granting “writerdom” to eager students. I have taught 
creative writing to adults who are drawn to that college calendar course 
title by some mystical lure, just as I was in 1992 at the age of 41 (which 
makes me 53 in 2004, so you don’t have to do the math). Each time I 
teach that course, I spend the entire first evening giving students 
permission to call themselves writers. For me, the moment when I 
repeated the phrase “I am a writer” changed my life, and I know it has 
for many others. 
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EXERCISE 1 

Take this little test. Pretend someone asks you, “Are you a writer?” 
How do you answer? 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 
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CHAPTER 1  
Poof … You’re A Writer! 

Poof … you’re a writer! It’s as easy — and as complicated — as that.  

Making the statement “I am a writer” is a big step ... a monolithic stride 
... a monumental psychological breakthrough that has meant freedom 
for millions of frustrated pen-pushers. Some people never reach a point 
where they feel they can utter that four-word sentence. Others come to 
it later in life, the way I did. Then there are those amazing few who 
seem to have been born screaming it. Wherever you fall on the 
continuum, there is still time to arrive at the “I am a writer” destination. 

Why should you believe me? Because I’m The Writing Fairy, and I said 
so.  

OK, I have a lot of nerve granting myself that title — but the idea came 
from my students, many of whom have referred to me as their “fairy 
godmother.” In January 2004, I walked into an art store and picked up a 
six-foot-high magic wand made out of a tree branch with a crooked 
yellow-painted star nailed to the top. It reminded me of me — a little 
lopsided, rough around the edges, whimsical. From the moment I 
grasped it, I knew it somehow represented a career change. I went from 
freelancer to fairy in an instant. 

Now, before I start receiving letters from people accusing me of 
witchcraft, let’s get one thing straight: I am not really a fairy, OK? It’s a 
metaphor. And if you don’t know what a metaphor is, you need my 
series of books. 

I’m also not an out-there, oogie-woogie new age junkie. I don’t like the 
smell of incense; I don’t do yoga; and until I decided to become The 
Writing Fairy, I thought that people who wrote about fairies were 
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oogie-woogie new age junkies who do yoga. One thing I’ve learned is 
that smugness results in life’s slapping you in the face with the very 
thing about which you feel superior. Imagine my surprise when I 
discovered my fairydom. 

So, if you are an oogie-woogie new age junkie who believes fairies are 
real, don’t get your wings in a knot while assuming the lotus position. 
Again, this is a metaphor — something that stands for something else. I 
am a metaphor for stop talking about being a writer, and be one. 

When I researched fairies, I discovered that they’re not all sweetness 
and light, and to that I say phew. Neither am I. As you make your way 
through this and my other books, you’ll discover that along with the 
freedom to call yourself a writer come responsibilities that require hard 
work. Some writers resent that. Well, too bad. I intend to coddle and 
nurture, but I will also tell it like it is, even when I know it’s not what 
you want to hear. 

I am The Writing Fairy … So there! 

My goal is to help you overcome the obstacles holding you back from 
calling yourself a writer and becoming what you know deep down 
inside you really are. And oh, there are many roadblocks to that 
discovery — some self-imposed, and some created by pervasive 
societal misconceptions. Let’s work together to kick these pebbles out 
of your path. 
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You may be a writer at heart if ... 

✓ You own several dictionaries. 

✓ Your idea of an exciting Saturday night is playing Scrabble using a 
timer. 

✓ You divorced your wife because she filled in the last word in a 
crossword puzzle you were doing.  

✓ You correct other people’s grammar. 

✓ You think writing essays is fun. 

✓ You love your books more than you do most of your family 
members. 

✓ You get an instant migraine when you find a spelling error in the 
newspaper. 

✓ You turned down a marriage proposal from a perfectly nice person 
because he uses the word “irregardless” in conversation. 

✓ You want to cause physical harm to people who buy vowels on 
Wheel of Fortune. 

Remember the question you answered just before this chapter started 
— are you a writer? I’ve asked this question of hundreds of writing 
students and writing circle participants, and here are the most common 
answers I have received: 

• “I write, but I’m not really a writer.” 

• “I’m sort of a writer.” 
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• “I’d like to be a writer, but I’m not good enough.” 

• “I write, but it’s not very good.” 

• “I wouldn’t presume to call myself a writer.” 

• “I write, but I’ve never had anything published.” 

Blah, blah, blah.  

If you answered that initial question with anything but “YES”—here’s 
a little exercise that will help. 
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EXERCISE 2 

1. Get yourself a sheet of blank paper and a pencil or pen. 

2. Write as many negative things as you can think of regarding you and 
writing. Use the front and back of the paper if you need to. Use two or 
three sheets if necessary.  

Here are some examples to kick-start your negativity: 

• I’m not good at spelling and grammar. 

• I can’t write like my favourite author. 

• I don’t have time to write. 

• I’m too old to start writing. 

• I’m too young to start writing. 

• I have small children who bother me when I try to write. 

• No one would want to read what I have to say. 

• I was terrible at English in school. 

• I never finish anything. 

• My family thinks I’m crazy to want to write. 

• I find the idea of writing a book daunting. 

• It takes me forever to create a good sentence. 
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• My dog eats my writing. 

• I’m afraid that if I write and I’m good, I’ll feel pressure from 
others to write more. 

• I’m afraid of rejection. 

TURN THE PAGE ONLY AFTER YOU 
COMPLETE THIS PART OF THE EXERCISE. 
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3. Now, go find an empty suitcase. 

4. Place your list into the suitcase, close it up and stick it in the back of 
a closet. 

5. LEAVE THE SUITCASE CLOSED UNTIL YOU FINISH 
READING THIS BOOK. 

Your writing “baggage” has now taken your place in the closet. It’s 
gone. Kaput. Fini. Out of sight, out of mind. Done. Out of reach. 
Vanished. Spent. I promise that at the end of the book, if you want it 
back, you can get it out of the suitcase and revel in it. Remember, you 
are your own baggage handler. 

If you decide to keep it, here are some things you can do with it: 

✓ Rub it all over your body.  

✓ Chew it up and swallow it.  

✓ Sew it onto a garment and wear it.  

✓ Fold it up and nestle it in your wallet next to the photos of your 
kids.  

✓ Frame it and place it beside your computer desk. 

✓ Tape it to your mirror. 

✓ Work it in cross stitch and hang it over the sofa. 
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✓ Stuff it into your bra so it’s next to your heart. 

✓ Stuff it in your underwear so it’s next to your … whoops!  

Here’s what I hope you do with it: 

• Put it through a paper shredder and never look back.  

Turn your baggage into garbage … 

I remember the first time I used that baggage exercise in the classroom. 
As I walked around collecting the students’ papers in a suitcase, a 
woman in the front row threw out her hands and pleaded, “NO, I LIVE 
ON MY BAGGAGE.”  

“I know,” I said. “It’s time to trust your parachute and jump. You’re in 
freefall now, baby. Hang on, and I’ll help you land safely.” (Which is a 
pretty funny metaphor, considering the fact that there’s more chance of 
George Bush leading a peace march than me jumping out of an 
airplane.) Turns out Mrs. “I live on my baggage” was one of the most 
gifted writers I have ever encountered. It’s amazing what a little 
garbage collecting did for her writing ego.  

Still, closet writers sometimes come up with baggage statements, even 
after they declare their writerdom. In the 10 years I have been teaching 
writing, I’ve heard every excuse in the book. In fact, I used most of 
them myself before I made the amazing discovery that if you write, 
you’re a writer. If you package words into poems, essays, articles, 
stories, songs and/or books because passion drives you, you’re a writer.  
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Are words an addiction for you? I understand. A version of the 
following essay appeared in the Spring 2004 issue of lichen literary 
journal.  
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HOOKED ON WORDS 

The first step toward recovery 
is admitting you have a problem  

By Dorothea Helms 

I don’t smoke, drink alcohol or use other mind-altering drugs. I don’t 
have to. I write. 

My addiction is far worse than ingesting any legal or illegal substance. 
I eat words, mainline syllables, get high on compound sentences, freak 
out on inspiring literary passages. I’m a vocabulary airhead armed with 
a dictionary hype stick. A bad seed baking word brownies laced with 
Lamott. I’m Alice B. Toklas high on Virginia Woolf.  

And I mix my demons – sometimes I write a business release and then 
allow words to tumble over themselves into a gut-born poem, all within 
an hour. Like drinking scotch after downing several glasses of gin, you 
can make yourself sick doing that.  

I am sick. I write every day. All day. Sometimes all night. I write to the 
detriment of everything else including sleep, nutrition, and exercise. I 
write on the computer, in spiral-bound notebooks, in artsy journals, on 
napkins, envelope flaps, the back of my left hand, newspaper margins 
and Post-it® Notes. Literary morsels adorn yellow, green, blue and 
fluorescent pink stickies all over my house — oh, the colours!  

Of course, I don’t write every minute of every day. When I’m not 
writing, I read. I have to; it’s part of the addiction. It’s like I have to 
digest words in order to pump out words – which makes it sound like 
what I write is shit, and maybe it is.  

But it’s good shit, man.  
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I have to have regular word movements every day or I get blocked. I 
guess my ejection of words could be compared to diarrhea, but that’s a 
metaphor I’d prefer to avoid. It reminds me of stream-of-consciousness 
writing that bores the reader with small-talk like whether or not it’s OK 
to start a sentence with “but” — which I just did, because I figure if 
Virginia Woolf could start her entire novel A Room of One’s Own with 
the word “but” then I can start a sentence with it.  

I’m not just a chipper, either, when it comes to reading; I like to 
connect with several books simultaneously. Right now I’m ripped on 
Cervantes, cranking up Rand, a space cadet on Twain, faded on 
Findley. Getting lifted. Flying. Weightless on words. Then zoinked. I 
come back down to uninteresting tasks like laundry and cooking — but 
only when I have to, so I can keep going with words.   

Sometimes when I’m not writing and reading, I play Scrabble. I play it 
in person and on the Internet, because there are people like me all over 
the world. Electronic bedbugs who can’t resist the lure of the letters, 
the pull of the familiar board that beckons like a forbidden love affair. I 
surf the ’Net to find others who are blitzed on Scrabble dictionaries, 
stoned on word finders. My favorite Internet Scrabble site bears the 
appropriate name “The Nuthouse,” and I often kick butt there. I know 
the words suq, tranq and vav, and I’m not afraid to use them. 

There are times when I’m not writing, reading or playing Scrabble — 
that’s when I’m doing crossword puzzles. I know that pertaining to 
wing is alar and that an elephant driver is a mahout, and an esker is a 
gravelly ridge. My menopausal brain is brimming with decades of this 
useless information, which is why there’s not much room in it anymore 
for everyday necessities like where I left my glasses and what my 
children’s names are.  

This madness is not my fault. Like many addicts, I started young. My 
dad was a crossword puzzle and Scrabble lover, and I learned by 
example. I was only eight years old when I started doing crosswords 
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and manipulating tiles on my little wooden Scrabble rack. I was a 
natural. I caught on right away that X is the most lucrative letter, 
especially when you can make a word going both ways. Ax, ex, ox, xi, 
xu — Bingo ! (A game I detest, by the way, because the only word in it 
is “Bingo”.)  

When I score a 7-letter word, I am mentally inebriated, and if it’s on a 
triple word score, well, I experience what only other language addicts 
will understand — a word orgasm. A syllable-induced rush. I’ve been 
known to break out in a sweat, like when I placed the word “prefixes” 
on a triple word score and raked in 113 points in one turn. Oh God, it 
was good for me.  

I’m hooked, just like Dad was. He did crosswords every day, but 
preferred the bigger, harder weekend version. That’s the way it is with 
addictions — you start with the tame stuff, and soon you need 
something stronger. I’ve made my way through anacrostics, word finds 
and hundreds of other crossword-inspired word games. I’m into logic 
problems now, because I crave the challenge, the fix. A good friend of 
mine is trying to lure me into cryptic crosswords, and I can sense 
myself heading in that direction.  

Speaking of directions, when I can afford to take a few days off to 
travel, I go on interplanetary missions to writing conferences, courses, 
retreats — experiencing base crazies as I search for another big rush. I 
sniff out classrooms for inspiration; snort shots of show, don’t tell. I’m 
not just a junkie, I’m a pusher, getting other people hooked on the stuff. 
I teach writing.  

Sometimes I feel out of control, a whirling writing dervish. People are 
after me to stop, or at least curb my habit, but I stave them off with the 
fact that I attend four different support groups. OK, OK — they’re 
writing circles. And they support my writing, not my quitting — but 
what do you want me to do?  
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They say the first step toward recovery is admitting you have a 
problem, and I’ve spent this essay doing just that. Turning to 
professional treatment is an option, I suppose, but how do you 
rehabilitate a writer? A 12-step recovery program? God, grant me the 
serenity … let’s see, serenity, an eight-letter word. I can use that s, suck 
back 50 points plus … and the y is on a double letter. Hell, I don’t want 
to stop; I like being hooked on words.  

I just heard about a woman who had –30- tattooed on her butt. Kiss 
that! 

Even if you haven’t done much deliberate creative writing, you may be 
a writer at heart. Do you write every chance you get — soccer 
newsletters, church announcements, press releases for non-profit 
organizations, best man speeches for friends, letters to family — that 
kind of thing? Do people come to you to read over the items they’ve 
put together, because they know you’re good with words? Do you write 
for everyone else but yourself? 

I understand, because I’ve been there. I waited decades before I gave in 
to my passion for words. Many people who feel compelled to 
orchestrate words in their minds and who procrastinate putting them 
onto paper or a computer screen are postponing because they aren’t 
sure they should. They somehow think they might not be “authentic” or 
“good” enough to do so. Oh, how that self talk holds us back! 

Let me share with you a little story about the painting shown on the 
back cover of this book. When my 22-year-old daughter Mary was 
about 10, she heard me say, “I can’t draw; I can’t paint.”  

She responded, “Mom, everyone can do art. You just don’t give 
yourself a chance.” There’s a reason why “out of the mouths of babes” 
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has become a cliché: it’s so often true that we relate to the concept on a 
universal level. 

It was 2002 before I realized the wisdom of Mary’s words. At 
Christmastime that year, Susan Lynn Reynolds, my dear friend and 
author of the award-winning novel Strandia, gave me and a few of her 
other writing buddies a special gift. She booked us for a one-day group 
oil painting lesson with an artist by the name of Marta Burns. The card 
said we would each come away with a painting we would be proud to 
hang in our home. 

I stared at the paper, and then said my usual, “I can’t draw. I can’t 
paint.” My voice was lost among similar mumblings from the others, 
but Sue’s enthusiasm convinced us all that the experience would be fun. 
I’d always fancied myself a positive person, so I figured I’d put my 
heart and soul into it and see what happened. 

It was a chilly March day when we descended on Marta’s rural home in 
southern Ontario to arm ourselves with brushes and palettes. A 
woodstove churned out welcome heat, and we relaxed as though we 
were the unsuspecting subjects of a bucolic scene in which every 
window framed cascading natural masterpieces of snow dripping off 
pines and animal tracks making random patterns across hilly fields.  

Marta spread several photographs of nature scenes on the floor, and we 
each chose one. I picked a magazine picture of evergreens and birch 
trees lining the snowy bank of a lake, with mountains in the distance.  

Marta took us through each step of the painting process with patience, 
kindness and firmness. She said she would not do even one stroke on 
our paintings — every bit of them would be our own creation. We 
started with a light wash along the top and bottom of our canvasses, 
and worked toward whatever horizon line we chose in the middle. I was 
astounded at the striking effect with just this much effort. The simple 
act of starting was creative in itself.  
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Enthralled with the scenes we were recreating, we became lost in the 
day. Marta flitted around and guided each of us with tips on how to 
make the best use of a palette knife, small brushes, larger brushes. 
When we made booboos, we scraped them away and painted over those 
spots. As my mountains took shape, my lake chose its character and my 
trees went their own way, I realized how self-defeating my words “I 
can’t draw, I can’t paint” had been all those years.  

At the end of the day, I couldn’t wait to hang my painting in my office. 
I look at it every day to remind myself that it’s not the world that’s to 
blame for what we have not yet done — we impose limitations on 
ourselves. It turns out that I can draw, and I can paint. If I give myself 
the opportunity, I will draw and paint even better.  

As a bonus, I now look at the world differently for having painted a 
wee corner of it. I notice details of sunsets and horizon lines that my 
stressed-out, overloaded brain would have ignored before. I pay more 
attention to the tenor and rhythm of birds’ chirping, and I give my 
fingertips a little more time to graze the surface of items such as wood, 
yarn and babies’ feet so that I can commit those sensations to memory. 
Painting that picture has made me a better writer. So has attending the 
opera, and even planting lilies in a neglected spot in my garden. When 
it comes to writing, information from our senses is all we have to work 
with. The more aware we are of what comes in through our eyes, ears, 
noses, fingertips and tongues, the more opportunity we give ourselves 
to create vibrant scenarios for our readers, whether it be through poems, 
short stories, articles, non-fiction books or novels.  

Every artist starts somewhere. Painters schlep some paint onto canvas 
and deal with their own “first drafts” of images. Sometimes artists 
scrap these or paint over them. The point is, they allow themselves the 
opportunity to play around with pigment and surfaces. They get in there 
and get messy and have a grand old time doing it.  

Same with sculptors. The old saying that to sculpt an elephant you just 
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cut away everything that isn’t an elephant is cute, but come on. 
Sculptors make booboos, correct them, discard some attempts, and 
eventually come up with just the right figure.  

As for musicians, you’ve heard people practice piano or guitar or 
whatever, and hit a lot of sour notes until their hands and fingers and 
brains figure out the correct set of movements to achieve the desired 
sounds.  

Writing is the same, and yet thousands of would-be writers avoid 
turning on the word tap because they know they won’t produce a 
masterpiece right away. The artists who do engage in their craft and 
rehearse and sketch and write drafts do so with the belief that they are 
on a journey to success. It’s the self-fulfilling prophecy in action. 
Believe you can, and you can. Believe you can’t and … well, you know 
the rest. 

People often have other reasons for avoiding telling their family and 
friends of their desire to write; fear of success is an example. Those 
loved ones might expect the writer to produce — and might expect it to 
be good. Really good. And then they might expect more good stuff. A 
lot more.  

That hesitation is one of the main reasons I am writing this book — to 
say damn the torpedoes, turn on the tap, open the floodgates, bust the 
dam — heck, start the countdown to liftoff, so that you can get past 
your insecurity and do what you are meant to do. Write.  
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The right to write 

There, now you have it. By the power vested in me by … well, me, I 
grant you writerdom. You just have to do three things to accept it.  

  

1. Say out loud, “I am a writer.” DO IT! Don’t make me come there 
and hit you with my wand. 

2. Give yourself permission to dream up ideas for articles, stories, 
poems. Wish for them, want them. See them in your mind. Hear your 
characters’ voices. Hear your own voice. Then feel the excitement in 
your gut, the way you used to as a little kid when a marching band 
passed by in a parade. The resulting high is one of the best you can get 
because it’s real. It works from the inside out, rather than coming from 
a bottle, joint or needle. 

3. Write. This is important. Talking about being a writer and being a 
writer are two different things.  
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CHAPTER 2  
The Intimidation Stops Here 

So, you’ve now verbalized that you are a writer. At least, I hope you 
have. By doing so, you have breathed the first wave of oxygen into the 
lungs of the writer inside you who has been starving for air. Now we 
need to help that inner you find the courage to take deeper breaths and 
begin to speak.  

Before I take you any further on this journey, however, I caution you 
not to believe everything I say as some sort of ultimate truth. Oh swift, 
you’re thinking. This chick not only thinks she’s a fairy, she’s now 
telling me I bought a book that contains a pack of lies. 

Not so. Writing is an art rather than a science, and as an art, its 
parameters are elusive. Every writing instructor I know teaches in a 
different way, and we sometimes disagree on what is “right” when it 
comes to a number of aspects of the craft.  

Read, take courses and listen to as many writers and teachers as 
possible. Cling to the voices that speak to you, and take from them 
what inspires you in a positive way. Chalk up the rest as silage for 
future articles. 

I hope my “voice” speaks to you. Croons to you. Yodels to you. Trills 
to you. Knocks you off kilter. Encourages you to risk, to sing your own 
literary aria without worrying about getting a part in the opera. 

If it doesn’t, then be careful turning the pages, and you can use this 
book as a gift for someone else. No one will ever know you started 
reading it. You can say you heard the book was good and thought the 
receiver would enjoy it. Fake it. You’ve done it before. 

This book is not for the faint of heart. If you’re in the writing closet and 
you like being there, then keep this aspect of your life hidden from the 
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world. Go for it. Tell me where to shove my wings, and shove your 
writing into a drawer. Write in private during stolen moments. Keep 
your passion inside your un-rubbed magic lamp.  

Stand up to anyone who tries to intimidate you — 
including me! 

This isn’t meant as sarcasm. Some of you may still be reluctant to call 
yourselves writers, and you shouldn’t let some bullying fairy force you 
into it. But my hunch tells me most of you are ready, or you wouldn’t 
have picked up this book. You just need the kind of nudge I needed 
back in 1992. You crave permission, and that’s what I offer. Once you 
call yourself a writer AND accept that concept, you will feel freer than 
ever before.  

What I profess isn’t always the socially or literary world-accepted view 
of writing. I ask only that you approach what I say with an open mind. 
Listen as you read. Give me a chance, and then reject my ideas if you 
must. It’s OK. I’ve received hundreds of rejection letters during my 
writing career. I can take it — I have thick wings. 

I admit that I enjoy being a writing rebel who questions, breaks rules 
and experiments. I encourage you to be curious about everything and to 
avoid being influenced by the intimidation tactics people have woven 
into society to keep writers doubting ourselves. Why? I suspect it’s 
because they’re jealous, or because they’re business people who know 
they can get writing for free if we don’t value ourselves — which, by 
the way, is true. But that’s another book! 
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I may be The Writing Fairy, but Pat Schneider is “The Writing Angel.” 
Pat is the author of several books, including The Writer as an Artist and 
Writing Alone and With Others. She is also the founder and Director 
Emeritus of Amherst Writers & Artists (AWA). For more than 25 years, 
Pat has worked with the spectrum of writers from beginners to award-
winners, as well as those who are challenged by poverty and hardship. 
She has spread her magic writing dust over students in venues that 
include elementary schools, graduate schools, jails, public housing 
projects and convents. I was privileged to meet and study with Pat in 
2002 to become certified in the AWA workshop method. I asked Pat 
about when she first called herself a writer. Here is her response. 

“My first poem was a lament. My mother had taken me and my 
younger brother to Wichita, Kansas, where she had a job grinding drill 
bits in Boeing Aircraft, making war planes for the Second World War. A 
single mother, she worked at night and had to leave us alone. I was nine 
years old, and frightened. I wrote a poem that was titled, ‘Missouri, My 
Home, I Hope.’ It began, ‘M is for the mountains, far, far away, I is for 
the ice on the creek in winter.’ I think finishing the poem and receiving 
my mother’s praise was the moment when I first felt ‘I am a writer.’ 
Two years later, she placed my brother and me in an orphanage, and 
gave me a little five-year diary to take with me. Looking at it now, at 
how I could not stay within the four little lines allotted to each day, but 
sometimes filled up pages at a time, and how I wrote to deal with 
loneliness, I believe now that I was a writer by age 11, and knew it, 
although I did not say the words ‘I am a writer’ until many years later.” 

“As an adult, major doubt set in. My greatest hurdles had to do with 
coming from the wrong side of the tracks, lacking female writers — 
especially those from a background such as mine — as role models, 
and the time demands of motherhood. On a particular day when I had 
three babies and diapers were washing in the kitchen, covering the 
windows with steam, I ran upstairs, pulled out a typewriter I had hidden 
in the back of a closet to try to bury the writer in me, brought it back 
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down to the kitchen, slammed it onto the ironing board and typed out a 
rant. When I finished the full page, I read it over and was stunned. It 
was a poem. It was good. I was a writer.” 

Thanks to women such as Pat Schneider, female writers today have 
superb role models who serve as mentors in person through courses and 
workshops, and from afar via their books and websites. Thanks, Pat.  

If you’re feeling guilty for your negativity about writing, don’t. It’s 
natural for a number of reasons that have to do with publicly accepted 
writing myths.  

Myth #1 — Writing is fluff 

No joke here. I’d bet my car that most of the writers reading this book 
understand that subhead. If one of the negative points you listed earlier 
is a lack of support from your family, join the club. My family/friends 
cheering squad is unusual; the majority of writers I meet are frustrated 
because friends and family members don’t take their writing seriously. 
Many would-be writers experience ridicule. Some of the students who 
have taken my college course have had to hide their registrations from 
loved ones who laughed when creative writing was mentioned. 
Sometimes younger students lie to their parents about signing up, 
because they’ve been advised to forget writing and take something 
useful like computers. I even had a female student — one of the most 
gifted writers I know — whose husband used to destroy all her writing 
because it represented time not spent taking care of his needs.   

Here’s where you need to call on that inner magic — the part of you 
that knows you are a writer, that niggled at you to buy this book, that 
allows you to dream about seeing your name in print and touching 
others with your words. The Writing Fairy says writing is a noble 
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pursuit. It is an art, and you are an artist. Keep that fact close to you. 
Remember it. Look for self-worth from within. Once you find it, you’ll 
attract it from the outside, too. Read the words to the Whitney Houston 
hit “The Greatest Love of All.” Setting aside the music, which may not 
appeal to you, the message in the lyrics is clear, especially for writers. 
Love yourself enough to write. Then love yourself enough to submit 
writing for publication. Give yourself this gift, because you are the only 
one who can. 

Let your doubting loved ones know that many writers (including 
myself) pull in revenues into the six digits each year. That’s hardly 
fluff. Contrary to what you read and hear, writing can be a lucrative 
profession. Many writers make quite good livings, thank you, doing 
what we love. It’s true that the majority of writers in North America 
make pitiful amounts of money, but that’s because they don’t do any of 
the left-brain things required to turn their passion into profit. More 
about that in The Writing Fairy™ Guide to Freelancing.  

THE BARRIS WAY OF LIFE 

Noted Canadian author/broadcaster Ted Barris slipped into freelance 
writing more naturally than many. His father was Canadian TV 
personality and newspaper columnist Alex Barris, who died in January 
2004. Alex was one of Canada’s first freelance writers.  

“He did it when most people didn’t know how to spell it,” Ted says. 
“My sister, Kate, and I grew up in that environment, so it was a natural 
way for us to go. We learned by osmosis.” 

Ted’s first published piece was fiction for “After 4,”  the youth section 
of the Toronto Telegram. “During the summer in the late 1960s, I 
worked as a copy boy there, and I pitched an idea for a story about a 
bum in a railway yard. They said yes.” Ted started writing 
professionally right out of high school. His decision to go to Ryerson to 
study writing and broadcast journalism represented a big step in his self 
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image. “That was going to be my principal activity; I called myself a 
broadcaster. But I was writing freelance from about 1969 until I 
finished Ryerson in 1971, for The Globe and Mail and various 
magazines.” 

It was lucky for us that Ted started thinking of himself as a writer as 
well as a broadcaster. Some of this award-winning author’s acclaimed 
books include Behind the Glory, Playing Overtime, Deadlock in Korea: 
Canadians at War 1950-53, and the recent JUNO: Canadians at D-Day 
June 6, 1944. It’s remarkable what a little family support can lead to.  

Getting back to nobility, writing is vital to civilization, whether it’s in 
the form of a business report, press release, article, book or instruction 
manual. The written word also symbolizes power. The saying “The pen 
is mightier than the sword” hints at the tremendous effect your words 
can have on the world. To illustrate that concept in a less eloquent way, 
I’ll share with you a little suggestion I make to my students. Together, 
let’s make up a ridiculous story. Let’s say that while you were reading 
my book, an alien invaded your body and impregnated you (whether 
you are a man or woman), and 20 minutes later you gave birth to a 
creature with a plaid body and three heads, one resembling Tattoo from 
Fantasy Island, one Ginger from Gilligan’s Island and one Karen from 
Will and Grace. 

Stick with me, I’m going somewhere with this. OK — so let’s say you 
were then beamed up to a spaceship and presented to the alien leader, 
who decided to keep the baby and send you back to Earth. 

Sheesh, does the rejection for writers never end?  

But I digress.  

So, let’s say that now you write up your little adventure into a story and 
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manage to have it published somewhere. I contend that as stupid as this 
story is, someone out there will believe it by virtue of the fact that it 
appeared in print. There’s something about the publishing process that 
validates content, even when the content is not true. This is power, and 
I urge you to use it for good and not evil. 

I’m having a little fun here, but on a more serious note, words are 
communication, and life is based on that interaction. When you write, 
you contribute to society in a meaningful way. You entertain, inform, 
educate, titillate, record, interest, engage, instruct and/or spur ideas and 
conversation. I can’t think of anything more non-fluffy. Even if you 
write a silly poem that makes a child laugh, you have accomplished a 
tiny miracle. Be your own cheerleader.  

 Myth #2 — Great writers are born and not made 

For decades — maybe longer — people have looked at writing and the 
other arts as a cute little hobby ... something at which only a handful of 
individuals bestowed with innate genius do well.  

Most people are reluctant to call themselves writers because they know 
they don’t yet produce the kind of poignant material as Hemingway or 
Kingsolver or whomever they hold up as great authors. They ignore the 
fact that all great writers started somewhere and wrote drafts that they 
crumpled up and threw into the garbage. Sometimes dozens of drafts. 
Hundreds of them. This is why Anne Lamott’s writing voice is so 
precious. Any beginning writer who hasn’t read Bird by Bird needs to 
— particularly the chapter entitled “Shitty First Drafts.” Anne is right 
on when she advises that even the most well-known and loved writers 
rewrite and are edited. It’s important to know that you don’t have to be 
brilliant right off the bat. 

Writers become good writers by writing. Good writers become great 
writers by writing more. They allow the process to happen, which 
means that the first stuff you write won’t be the best stuff you write. In 
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fact, it may be pretty weak, and that’s just fine.  

A couple years ago I saw a TV show about Ray Bradbury, one of North 
America’s most prolific and imaginative writers. He said he started 
writing and sending out science fiction stories in his teens, and every 
time he received a rejection letter, he was incensed that the editor didn’t 
recognize his brilliance. He persevered, and the acceptances started to 
arrive. Decades later when looking back on his original work, he said 
he understood why those first stories were rejected — they weren’t 
very good.  

I was delighted by his honesty, and I thank Ray for the fabulous fiction 
he has written — and for his non-fiction book Zen in the Art of Writing. 
It’s a small book filled with large advice. Advice worth taking. If you 
haven’t read it, read it. Ingest it. Suck it in. Bradbury’s a terrific 
example of what belief in oneself can do. In the beginning, if he had 
waited to submit stories until he was the renowned Ray Bradbury, he 
may not have become the renowned Ray Bradbury. When I look at the 
writing I had published 11 years ago, I have this tremendous urge to 
rewrite all of it. It may not be my best writing, but I’m sure glad I did it 
and sent it out. I’m also glad that I continued to read and gather 
information on writing so that I could improve my techniques. I still 
attend workshops and courses.  

Remember, grammar and spelling skills can be learned. If that’s what’s 
holding you back, let go of the notion and get some books on the 
topics. Buy yourself a good, up-to-date dictionary and use it every day. 
I look up words all the time to check both meanings and spellings. If 
you’re not sure about the grammar in a sentence, check a grammar 
book or style guide. There are numerous resources available.  

What perhaps is not learn-able is the passion to write — and yet that 
may come with exposure to literature and the breaking down of 
personal and societal barriers to calling oneself a writer. The beginning 
writer may not yet realize that there’s no magic bestowed upon writers 
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from the outside. The magic is in us — and it’s up to us to let it out. 
Unleash it. Give it air. Allow it to breathe, pant, chant, yell, whisper, 
sing. Those who do, make magic for readers — and I believe that is 
why writers write. To be read. To touch someone else via the 
enchantment of words.  

Writing is a noble pursuit. A viable profession. Writing is useful like 
computers. So there. 

Marjorie Ludlow-Green, author of Spywriter Licensed to Write, was the 
instructor of the creative writing course I took in 1992. Here is what 
she has to say about the first time she thought of herself as a writer. 

“The unexpected death of my boss, at age 62, hit me like a punch to the 
stomach. The company having offered him early retirement, he’d 
showed me his long list of things he planned to do. Six weeks later, he 
was dead from cancer — having accomplished not one single thing on 
that list.”  

“Writing was always one of my talents. Every teacher I’d ever known 
had told me I should be a writer, and I’d used my skill in my work. But 
I’d never really tested that gift; I was waiting for retirement. Then I’d 
see if I could write that Great Canadian Novel. But my boss had died 
without reaching retirement and I was just turning 50. What made me 
think that couldn’t happen to me? What if I got hit by a beer truck 
tomorrow? Could I leave this earth without even testing that wonderful 
gift I’d been given?” 

Marge enrolled in night school, hit the books, studied what she could 
find on the subject of creative writing, and despite being unsure of 
herself, started sending out her work. “And then it happened,” she says. 
“The envelope the mailman dropped into my box had my writing on it; 
someone had returned my SASE (self-addressed stamped envelope). I 
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ripped it open and began blubbering as I studied my first rejection slip 
— a terse form letter from Reader’s Digest. I slammed out of the house 
and took myself for a walk in the rain, crying and cursing, calling 
myself every kind of idiot.”  

Ah, the rejection letter — the dreaded document that looms like a 
fortress wall and keeps out millions of would-be writers from entering 
the enchanted village of published writers. 

“Then it dawned on me,” Marjorie continues. “All that reading and 
self-study made me realize that rejection was the thread that bonded all 
writers — even the great ones — into a fellowship. I wasn’t just some 
insignificant, suffering fool trying to write. Overnight, I had crossed a 
threshold of some sort and become one with the ages — all the greatest 
writers who’d ever lived. Hemingway, Steinbeck, Shakespeare — you 
name it — not one had managed to avoid rejection in his time. In that 
single moment in my own lifetime, I knew what each of them had gone 
through. But had they let rejection deter them? No way! Each one had 
fought, and won, the right to be successful. And only because he would 
not give up. Like them, I knew I had a destiny to fulfill: I had just 
become a writer.” 

Marjorie’s former boss didn’t live out his passions in time. You still 
can. 

During the first class of the creative writing course I took from 
Marjorie Green, she encouraged us to call ourselves writers and take 
the critical, initial step on the creativity journey. I was inspired, excited, 
amazed. I remember the comment she wrote at the bottom of the first 
assignment I handed in, which was to write 500 words on why I write. I 
ended my piece with the statement, “I am a good writer.” She wrote, 
“YES, YOU ARE!” I believed her, and those three words launched my 
career. After decades of knowing I was a writer but squirreling away 
that fact like a nut to be savoured at some future date, I admitted it. I 
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ventured out of the closet at last. 

As a writer, you will learn that sometimes you have to let go, even 
when you think a manuscript might not be perfect. Waiting for 
perfection can cause publication paralysis. Remember that editors and 
publishers cannot accept manuscripts they haven’t received. 

I admit that I have suffered a bit of paralysis with this book. I wrote six 
drafts of the thing, and I kept finding reasons to rewrite sections, add 
things, omit paragraphs. I knew I was stalling, but why? Fairy 
insecurity, I guess.  

Then I remembered a workshop I took through the Editors’ Association 
of Canada. It was called “Editing Fiction,” and the instructor was 
Cynthia Good, who was acquisitions editor for Penguin at the time. She 
had participants do an exercise that changed the way I look at writing. 
She handed each of us copies of the first few pages of three different 
manuscripts and gave us 15 minutes to read them. Our challenge was to 
decide which of the three Penguin published.  

Each manuscript received about a third of the class votes, and a few 
people, including me, voted that the publisher had rejected all three 
manuscripts. To our surprise, we found out that Penguin had agreed to 
publish them all — after the authors worked with assigned editors. Ms. 
Good pointed out that the reason why the company was willing to put 
that amount of work into these novels was their interesting plots. The 
public loves a good story, which translates to sales, which is why 
publishing companies exist — to sell books. 

I learned that as valuable as rewriting is in shaping a manuscript, there 
comes a time when a writer has to say, “Enough, already,” and put the 
thing out there. Allow your baby to take its first steps, and wobble and 
tumble where it might. Then love it — and yourself — enough to let it 
go. 
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Myth #3 — You have to write books to call yourself 
a writer 

When I meet people for the first time and they ask, “What do you do?” 
and I say, “I’m a writer,” what do you think is the most common 
reaction I get? Usually, it’s, “What books have you written?” 

For the first few years of my successful writing career, my answer was, 
“None,” to which people pretty much stood staring at me with their 
mouths gaping. This illustrates the next misconception that intimidates 
would-be writers — the notion that you have to write books to call 
yourself by that name.  

Wrong, wrong, wrong. Some of the finest writers of all time have 
never, and may never, write books. These word jockeys might not all be 
household names, but their work appears in newspapers and magazines 
around the world. Award-winning Ontario newspaper columnist Kate 
Gilderdale, for example, is one of my idols. The term “creative non-
fiction” labels a concept that is as natural to her as her delightful sense 
of humour, which she weaves into columns with panache. She has 
never written a book, but she is a writer/newspaper editor par 
excellence, and I hope someday to see a published collection of her 
columns. Remember, Erma Bombeck and Dave Barry were well-loved 
newspaper humour columnists long before they penned books, and I 
think most people would agree they were “writers” all along.  

I admit, though, that just about every writer in the world is writing a 
book on some level. Heaven knows, I said I was “writing a book” for 
decades. That was my story and I stuck to it. When I finally realized 
that writing a book meant sitting down and writing a book, I was 
shocked.  

When you are ready, the book will come. And if it never comes, that’s 
fine, too. Maybe you’re not a book kind of writer.  
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EXERCISE 3 

Think back over the last 24 hours. Make a list of all the ways that 
words came into your life via media of any kind. Once you have your 
list, turn the page and look at mine. 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 
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• Television 

• Radio 

• Newspapers 

• Magazines 

• Instruction manuals 

• Billboards 

• Ads 

• Mail 

• Internet websites 

• E-mail 

• Brochures 

• Signs 

• Greeting cards 

• CD ROMs 

• DVDs 

• Videos 

• Cassette tapes 

• Songs 

• Fortune cookies (Don’t 
laugh, I’ve written these) 

• Computer programs 

• Books 

 Notice that “books” is the last entry on the list. Every day we are 
bombarded with millions of words through a variety of media. Except 
for some of the ad lib stuff, these words were written by people like 
you and me. People who know how to mix and match words to 
persuade, entertain, enlighten, teach, frighten, titillate, update, inform, 
inspire …  

Writing fulfills a multitude of societal needs and desires, and does not 
have to be delivered in book format to be worthwhile. You don’t have 
to write books to be a writer.  
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Myth #5 — Writing is drudgery 

Remember my mentioning that you may feel attracted to writing voices 
different from those that appeal to your friends or colleagues? A couple 
years ago, I read a popular book about writing that was recommended 
to me. Throughout the pages, the author droned on about the pain of 
writing, the frustration of writing, the drudgery of it all.  

When I finished reading the book, I threw it against the wall because I 
was so upset. I was already on intimate terms with the range of 
emotions writing wheedles out of my psyche, but to me they are part of 
the sheer joy of the craft. I love to write, even when I’m on draft three 
and things aren’t coming together the way I’d like ... even when I’m at 
1,500 words and I have to cut the length by at least half ... even when 
words fly through my mind at gale force speed and my fingers waft 
across the keyboard as though propelled by a summer breeze. Did this 
make me some kind of freak, I wondered? If I don’t feel like a tortured 
soul as I write, did that mean I really was a fake? An imposter? Should 
I pretend to suffer as I had my way with words? 

Writing should be fun fueled by passion. Of course, this manifests itself 
in different ways depending on the writer, the writing and the 
circumstances, but the process itself is a form of ecstasy (the real thing, 
not the drug).  

The following is a typical vision that the non-initiated have of a real 
writer. 

He sits at his computer with tousled hair, drops of sweat inching their 
way down from his neck to paint a dark spot at the back of his T-shirt. A 
migraine flashes tiny lights that whorl in an inner rain dance, signaling 
the storm to come. He knocks back tequila sunrises with trembling 
hands and tries to forget that he is supposed to be writing. His 
characters beat tom-toms and send silent smoke signals on the insides 
of his eyelids to get his attention. One by one, he types words that 
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appear on the screen in brilliance birthed by suffering.  

That was fun to write, but it’s a load of crap. How about this scenario? 

She sits at her computer, refreshed from a brisk walk in the lush 
countryside, and the ideas flow from her brain to her fingertips like the 
swift current that carries creek water from the mountains to the sea. 
Between poignant scenes sculpted by sheer inspiration, she sips 
lemonade from a tall glass blanketed with icy sweat. Golden light 
emanates from her radiant face, and within minutes an effortless 
masterpiece is born. 

Right. Like that happens. 

Look, reality lies somewhere between these sickening scenarios. Sure, 
there will  be times when you want to nickname your computer “Bill” 
and hire Uma Thurman to unsheathe her sword and hack away at the 
machine’s innards — causing chips, cards, drives and power supplies to 
gush out in electronic geysers. Occasionally you might feel the urge to 
kill off a character for no good reason other than you are struggling to 
come up with an interesting way to describe her beige outfit. These 
glitches tend to be momentary and get lost in the big picture, which 
frames the fun of creation.  

The guy I made up may seem stereotypical with his tequila at his side, 
but the connection between alcohol use and writing is misleading. 
Raymond Carver, Truman Capote, Jean Stafford, Herman Melville, 
Edgar Allen Poe and all the other famous alcoholic writers aside, the 
use of drugs such as alcohol has nothing to do with good writing. A few 
years ago I heard Anne Lamott speak in Toronto. A former drug addict 
and alcoholic, she said, “You will always write better sober.” Imagine 
what all those legendary writers could have accomplished if they’d 
pushed aside the bottle. 

As for our hypothetical female writer, well, sure, a good draft often 
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flows — especially when the writer has allowed himself/herself to 
make the journey into the inner lake where unborn characters and plots 
wait in a limbo-like, watery haze. You may even feel radiant when this 
happens, but unless you’re sequestered in a monastery or a tree house, 
the creek water that carries your ideas to your fingertips will bubble 
and burp over rockery in the form of phones ringing, paperwork 
calling, children asking for lunch, lawns needing mowing, your period 
starting. You know the shtick.  

Myth #6 – You have to have a degree to be a writer 

Some people think “real” writers have degrees in journalism or have 
completed Master of Fine Arts (MFA) university programs. Although 
either of these paths to writing can be effective, neither is necessary. 
Timothy Findley, for example, left high school in Grade 10. His 
“education” may have come from nontraditional sources, but the 
literature he produced is among the world’s most outstanding. He was 
one of the most “real” writers who ever lived. 

I have a B.A. in Psychology, but my writing interest was spawned in an 
evening course that I took out of interest. I don’t have a writing degree. 
I know dozens of writers without degrees behind them who have 
successful newspaper and magazine careers and/or who have written 
and published books. If attending a university or college writing 
program appeals to you, go for it. If the idea intimidates you, remember 
that published writers come from a wide variety of backgrounds, and 
that the one thing they have in common is that they write.  

The #1 Non-myth about writing — Writers write 

There are those among you who are in love with the idea of being a 
writer, but not of writing. Sorry, no guts no glory, as they say.  

Moral of the story: We write, therefore we are writers. 
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CHAPTER 3  
The Whining Stops Here 

I’m good at spotting whiners, because I’ve had so much practice at 
complaining myself. Heck, I’m menopausal, so I’d qualify for the 
whining Olympics if they’d allow it as a sport. Beach volleyball made 
it in, so it could happen. I do, however, choose my whining-related 
topics with care — and writing isn’t one of them. 

If you want to write, write. If you want to be a writer, write. If you want 
to be a professional writer, write and send out stuff for publication. 
Whining isn’t writing. Whining doesn’t help. But I’m whining, right? 
Sorry. 

Writers make excellent whiners. We grumble about not having the time 
to write. Well, if you have time to watch TV, cook, mow the lawn, do 
oil changes and/or clean, then you have time to write. Yes, I’m saying 
that making time to write may mean putting aside some of the other 
tasks that eat up your days.  

How are those things going to get done? you may well ask. You have 
three options: 

● Don’t do them  

● Convince/coerce family members to do them  

● Hire someone to do them  

Of course, you have to accomplish a minimum of laundry, food 
preparation and the like, and yes, bathrooms have to be scrubbed from 
time to time. The world, however, won’t come to an end if your beds 
aren’t made every day — and writers are champions at finding all sorts 
of excuses for not starting to write. Vacuuming, dusting and bed-
making are popular ones. 
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You don’t have the money to hire someone for chores? Baloney. I’ve 
heard hoards of writers complain about having no money to attend a 
writing workshop and then spend $30 on chicken wings and beer after a 
meeting. I’ve heard dozens of writers complain about being too poor to 
pay for cleaning help and then come up with hundreds of dollars to 
gamble at the casino or put in a hot tub. I’m not suggesting that you 
give up everything else in life to write, but it is up to you to choose. 
Ask yourself: is it that you can’t afford a writing course or book, or that 
you choose to not afford it? And if it’s a choice, then stop complaining 
about it. 

I also hear writers fuss about the lack of government grants for the arts. 
They seem to resent en masse that the government doesn’t hand over 
more money to them to free up their time for writing. First, have you 
ever applied for a grant? If not, then hit yourself on the head and say 
“DUH.” 

If you have applied and you’re bitter because you were turned down, 
think about this: does the world “owe” you time? Yes, writing is time-
consuming, and revenue and cash flow from articles, stories and books 
may be a long time in coming. But revenue and cash flow from many 
new businesses can take two or three years to materialize — why 
should that be different for writers? 

The arts are important in a well-balanced society, but so are things like 
plumbing and carpentry. People who envision a career path have to find 
some way to pursue their passion. It may be frustrating to have to keep 
a “day job” or part-time job for the cash flow while you write a novel 
or self-help book, but I know dozens of people who have done just that. 
Richard B. Wright, for example, wrote the Governor General and Giller 
Prize award-winning novel Clara Callan while he was teaching full 
time. It took him four years.  

Other people study in their spare time to obtain certificates, diplomas or 
degrees in non-arts-related areas. It would be lovely if the government 
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handed them money to study full time, but it rarely happens. If you 
really want to write and there is no government money flowing your 
way, then find a different way. 

I’ve also heard writers whine about a lack of ideas. Pretend I’ve poked 
you with my wand, and pay attention. Not to me – to everything. 
Fodder for writing is all around us. Look at it. Listen to it. Feel it. Taste 
it. Smell it. Use sensuous information to bake a story cake, or layer it 
into an article lasagna. Dice syllables, blend phrases, purée paragraphs, 
concoct chapters and/or bake books. When we allow ourselves to use 
all the ingredients at hand, we are Cordon Bleu chefs.  

Toss around words. Dribble syllables into areas of the court you’ve 
never visited before. Stretch. Reach. When we venture beyond the 
confines of our physical legs and arms and exercise mind muscles, we 
are athletes — Olympian gods and goddesses dunking balls through 
hoops and holding the torch so others can find their way.  

Ideas flood our environment; it’s up to you to recognize and 
acknowledge them. Children alone represent an idea source whose 
limits push infinity. On a less literary note, I’ll quote my daughter 
again, who during her childhood years prefaced her friends’ visits to 
our house with: “Don’t say anything cute around my mother; you’ll end 
up in an article.” I repeat — it’s a living. 

  

Do you see the pen as half empty or half full? 

  

In oh, so many ways, writers are our own worst enemies, and if you 
listen to all the naysayers out there, including yourself, you may never 
write anything. You may never do anything.  

I’ve been criticized for being an optimist, and that fascinates me. I’ve 
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been put down because I squeeze the positive juice out of every sour 
lemon negative that comes my way, and apparently sweetened 
lemonade isn’t in vogue these days. I understand why: it’s because 
optimism is the opposite of whining, and it keeps people from 
wallowing in excuses rather than getting off their butts — or in the case 
of writers, on their butts — and doing something about it. 

Let me use my giant fairy swatter to squash some nasty 
bugs that have negativity stingers. 

*** 

The “you can’t learn to write” bug 

This insect is like a mosquito feeding off stagnant water, dissuading 
would-be writers from taking courses and reading books on writing to 
hone their craft. Its theory is that writing is best learned by writing; that 
quantity eventually produces quality; that writing should be pure and 
unsullied by someone else’s opinion and input, left just the way it 
comes out. Problem is, the way it comes out, even after long periods of 
time, is often not all that readable. There are thousands of people out 
there who have been bitten by this bug who now suffer from “I’m not 
going anywhere with my writing” disease. Often, they remain 
unpublished.  

THE most important thing about being a writer is writing — but there 
is also a great deal to be gained through courses, workshops and books 
on writing. As long as you are prepared to read, listen and look without 
allowing yourself to be intimidated, keeping an open mind will help 
you, not hurt you. From time to time I have attended writing workshops 
that I felt were pretty awful; yet in each one I learned something that 
has helped me hone my skills, or has offered inspiration. The 
workshops that have been magnificent have enhanced my ability and 
imagination, not controlled it.  
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You can learn a lot about writing by reading and by writing, it’s true. 
When it comes to the finer points, however, a little instruction and 
guidance in lateral thinking can help you catapult good prose and 
poetry into great prose and poetry. The passion is there or it’s not, and 
the writers who take my courses know how to write. They don’t know 
how to polish their writing — how to take it beyond the first draft, and 
what to do with it once they shape it.   

Over the years, a handful of students who took my college writing 
course were people I felt were not good writers, and might never be. I 
kept that thought to myself, and treated them with the same positive 
attitude as the others. I gave them something W.O. Mitchell (who once 
told Nino Ricci to find a different career because he wouldn’t make it 
as a writer) didn’t believe in doling out — false hope. The term “false 
hope” is an oxymoron. Hope is real. Valid. I have seen many students 
with weak or few skills work hard, improve and eventually get 
published. Sometimes those with big talent and even bigger potential 
do nothing to improve or take steps toward publication. Weaker writers 
can learn; stronger writers may stagnate. When superb writers remain 
open to learning more, the result is stunning.  

The “I learned it this way” bug 

You may be surprised to find out that language and writing changes 
over time. If you’re going to get into the game, it’s important to accept 
that fact that what you learned in high school isn’t necessarily in vogue 
today. I remember being shocked when I took creative writing from 
Marge Green and she encouraged us to start an occasional sentence 
with the words “and” or “but.” In fact, I believe I hyperventilated the 
first time she made me begin a sentence with “But.” I recall heavy 
breathing, a brown paper bag and everything going black. Or maybe 
that was the first time I had sex.  

Whatever, I learned that if you start a sentence with and or but, no one 
will die. The grammar police will not bust through your doorway 
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brandishing 40-calibre Glock pistols and order you to assume the 
position. And even if they did, wouldn’t it be fun to write about? In 
reality, the worst that will happen is that Lynne Truss, author of Eats 
Shoots and Leaves, will use your writing in her next book as an 
example of what not to do — and when you think about it, that would 
be kind of cool. I’ll take infamy over obscurity any day. Which is not to 
say I condone poor grammar and punctuation; I have been known to hit 
people who place an apostrophe at the end of its when it’s a possessive. 
But different grammatical styles call for a variety of idiosyncrasies. 
See, I just broke a whole bunch of traditional grammar rules in this 
paragraph — and I bet you’re still breathing.  

Technology has a bearing on what’s considered “right” and “wrong” in 
publishing as well. Most people learned in English class to leave two 
spaces after the period at the end of a sentence, for example — but 
today it’s not necessary. In fact, it’s a waste of space to do so, and in 
publishing every space counts. We used to need the double space to 
help our eyes make the transition between sentences before 
proportional spacing became common with computer word processors. 
Now, one space is plenty. Boy, do I ever get flack for that when I teach. 
It’s amazing how vehement people can get when you ask them to 
change something that has become second nature. Remember, times 
change, s*** happens and grammar and language are fluid phenomena. 
You can get used to typing only one space after a period that ends a 
sentence. I had to, so if you’re sitting there complaining, tell it to 
someone who cares. 

The “those who can, do; those who can’t, teach” bug 

I know many excellent writing instructors (including myself — I never 
said I was a modest fairy) who have achieved success as fiction and 
non-fiction writers and poets. I also know some fabulous writers who 
can’t teach worth a darn. Avoid getting caught up in thinking that 
writing instructors are a bunch of wannabe authors.  
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Even if some of them are, it doesn’t mean they’re not good teachers. 
People who haven’t achieved success as writers can still guide great 
writing. A few years ago when I took my first editing course through 
the Editors’ Association of Canada, I was shocked to learn that most 
editors aren’t writers. Somehow, I just assumed that other professional 
editors followed the path I did — writing, then editing. Turns out that 
many fine editors have never sat on the writing side of the desk; yet 
they are skilled at critiquing or altering articles to suit their readerships. 
It’s their job, and most do it well. Most writing instructors do their jobs 
well, too. Give us a chance.  

The “there’s no point in writing because it’s nearly 
impossible to get published” bug 

This is a spot in the book where I wish I knew how to spell the sound 
you make when you give someone the raspberries. You know, when 
you stick out your tongue and blow air out around it? Like a mouth 
fart? Well, that’s what I’d spray this bug with.  

Remember the first writing course I took that empowered me to call 
myself a writer and start submitting work for publication? That was in 
the fall of 1992. In January of 1993, I took a one-day workshop on how 
to get published, just to see if I could pick up any further info on the 
topic. I was fired up with enthusiasm, because I’d just sold my first 
article. The people I met there were in various stages of excitement and 
trepidation regarding the publishing process. 

The man who taught the session — let’s call him Mr. Negativity — 
started out the morning by telling us that fewer than .01 per cent of all 
people who write ever get published. Wham! With that one sentence, I 
realized how prisoners must feel when the gate to their cell block slams 
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shut. You could sense the mood in that room change. We flew in like 
birds in the open air, ready to swoop and explore as the wind carried us, 
and instead, within one minute we were caged canaries singing to no 
one but ourselves. 

Can you believe that? I mean the fact that a workshop facilitator would 
begin a session with such a ridiculous statement? We were all pretty 
stunned that day, and I was angry, too. Think about it. How could he or 
anyone know how many people write? How could he know how many 
people who write ever submit anything or get published? How could he 
come up with a conclusion based on impossible data? He isn’t even a 
fairy (don’t go there, OK?). Fact is, people get published every day. 
Hundreds of people. Thousands. Millions. I wondered at that workshop 
— why couldn’t we be among them? 

The rest of the day was pretty dismal, with a handful of helpful hints 
tossed in here and there. It didn’t make sense to me. I had just finished 
a 10-week course during which our instructor filled us with belief in 
ourselves and hope, and here was this guy, throwing a blanket over the 
birdcage to keep us from chirping even to ourselves. I left, mentally 
telling Mr. Negativity to eat my dust — and my words. And you know 
what? I believe he has. I’m pretty sure I have published much more 
than he has, and I’d bet my cockatiel I make more money. So there. 
(Insert raspberries sound here.) 

I’ll share with you another snippet of my professional life. In March 
2004, I attended the Erma Bombeck Writers’ Workshop in Dayton, 
Ohio. I had a fabulous time interacting with humour writers from all 
over North America, and I took part in workshops that were 
informative and fun.  

One workshop on finding an agent was facilitated by Jeff Herman of 
Jeff Herman Literary Agency Inc. (and if you haven’t purchased a copy 
of Jeff Herman’s Guide to Book Publishers, Editors, & Literary Agents 
2004, you should. It’s one of the most creative writing reference books 
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I own). During his session, he mentioned that most agents reject 98 per 
cent of the opportunities that cross their desks, and that he ends up 
representing only about one in 1,000 of the authors who approach him. 
On the way out of the classroom, a woman walking beside me said, 
“Oh, I’m so depressed.” I asked why. “Well, you heard Jeff. He 
represents only one in 1,000 people who approach him.”  

My response was, “I’m not depressed. I figure I’m the one.” 

Arrogance? Maybe. Chutzpah? Sure. But I haven’t sold more than 
1,000 articles by sitting around focusing on how difficult it is to get 
published. 

Remember, too, that part of the reason it’s difficult for authors to get 
their work read by agents and publishers is that these professionals 
have to wade through a lot of poorly written manuscripts to get to the 
good stuff. Mistakes in grammar and spelling and the lack of a coherent 
idea are a few of the things that may relegate your manuscript to the 
eternal slush pile. This is another reason why taking some courses or 
attending workshops on writing might be a good idea. They can help 
you zero in on your strengths and weaknesses, and provide you with 
ideas on how to polish the dull parts. 

The “entering writing contests is a crapshoot 
and not worthwhile” bug 

Oh boy, to hammer away at this bug, I get to tell the Ruth Walker story 
in print! Ruth is a dear friend of mine, and one of the finest writers in 
Canada today (fiction, non-fiction and poetry). I met Ruth at a writers’ 
circle meeting in 1996. She sat beside me at the breakfast, and during 
our chat, I asked her what she wrote. She said that, well, she wasn’t 
really a professional writer, and hadn’t written much, and in fact had 
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only won one contest. When she mumbled that it was the Canadian 
Living Short Fiction Contest, I nearly snorted scrambled eggs out of my 
nose. Every single writer in that room would have given at least one of 
their children to be able to make that statement, and here was this 
modest woman assuming that it couldn’t be that big of a deal if a 
beginner managed it. What she didn’t realize then was the enormous 
gift she has for sculpting the written word. 

Turns out Ruth’s aunt had encouraged her to enter the contest, and it 
was the first thing she had ever submitted anywhere. She mailed her 
story in April that year. In August, Ruth answered the phone, and when 
the person at the other end said, “Hello, I’m calling from Canadian 
Living,” Ruth rolled her eyes, and thought to herself, oh great, I’m not 
interested in a subscription. The person went on to say she was calling 
about the magazine’s short story contest, and Ruth got excited 
imagining that she had made it to some list of finalists or something. 
Informed that she had actually won, Ruth was so shocked that she 
didn’t begin screaming until after she hung up the phone.  

OK, so Ruth is a bit stunned now and then, but you have to admit, it 
was a long shot that she would win. Or was it? The first rule of winning 
writing contests is you have to enter. Heck, I won a writing contest, and 
I’m not by any means the best writer I know. Entering contests is great 
practice at sending out your material.  

Having been a contest judge at local and national levels, I admit that 
there is a certain amount of luck involved in winning. Mostly, though, 
it’s good writing and a captivating idea that sets apart the top entries 
from the rest. When I judge writing contests, I often think my students 
can do better than this. Only problem is, they didn’t enter. Bummer.  

Well, your baggage is in the closet, and intimidation and whining are 
put on hold in your life. You know you’re a writer; you’ve admitted it 
to yourself and said it out loud to the universe. You’re determined to 
seek out the reasons why writing will help you live the life you are 
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supposed to, and your suit of armour for dealing with the outside world 
feels pretty good. Intimidation tactics have stopped working on you. Or 
have they? 
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CHAPTER 4  
Avoid The Label Trap 

  

While I have you all enthused to call yourself a writer, let’s work a bit 
on what kind of writer you think/say you are. I went into that initial 
creative writing course convinced I was destined to write the Great 
Canadian Novel. The instructor required us to write both fiction and 
non-fiction, and as a result, I discovered that I loved writing essays and 
articles. I’ve made my career doing that, and although I am writing a 
novel, non-fiction turned out to be my first love.  

When you finally admit to yourself that you’re a writer, I suggest you 
wait a while before you place any adjectives in front of the word or use 
specific writerly terms to describe what you do. Maybe you’re a 
novelist, or a journalist, or a poet, or a humour columnist, or a self-help 
writer — but for now, “writer” is a great start. 

Then, have some fun and experiment. Write all kinds of things. If you 
don’t like poetry, read about it and write some. If you’ve never cared 
for the short story as a genre, come up with a couple characters and a 
plot and crank one out. Do you read letters to the editor and grumble 
about how poorly they’re written? You guessed it — brush off those 
opinions and get ’em down on paper. You may be surprised at the kinds 
of writing you’re good at and that you enjoy.  

As you make your way along the writing path, you will discover what’s 
out there. Opportunities may present themselves in the skin of some 
beast other than the book, story, article or poem. For example, people 
write billboards, fortune cookies and greeting cards.  

Oh, if you write something and don’t enjoy the genre, then as 
the doctor said to the patient who complained, “Doc, it hurts when I do 
that,” DON’T DO THAT. 
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A few years ago, I was approached by a college to write that 
institution’s annual report. I had never written an annual report, and 
hadn’t marketed myself at that time as a business writer. The director of 
communications for the college told me they had discussed it and 
decided to hire a public relations person to write the document so it 
would be more interesting reading than the usual cut-and-dried, factual 
stuff. They had seen my work and liked my style. 

When they offered the job, I did what I usually do when a client asks 
me to write something with which I have no experience. I said, “Sure,” 
and then went home and figured out how to do it. I read annual reports 
(you can get plenty of them on the Internet), and I sought advice in 
business-writing books. Whammo — I started into the project with 
enthusiasm, but finished it with less fervor. I didn’t enjoy the process, 
mainly because 18 people had to approve various parts of the thing. It 
was more frustrating than trying to call Bell Canada or the government 
and get a real live person on the line. Although there are some types of 
business writing I enjoy, I found the annual report project uninteresting. 
I didn’t, however, quit after doing only one. I did a couple annual 
reports before I decided to focus on other types of writing. At least I 
know I made the decision based on experience and not pre-conceived 
notions, and who knows — I may have loved it. 

In 1993, I was asked to write an article on a new home subdivision. I 
had to drive to the site, interview the builder and come up with a piece 
that explained what the completed community would be like.  

I had never met a builder before, and I knew nothing about new homes, 
but I went into it with my usual enthusiasm. I studied the area’s real 
estate, purchased a couple architecture books, asked questions. Turns 
out, I loved writing the piece. In fact, within a couple months, the 
publisher asked me if I’d write all the magazine’s new home editorials 
and advertorials. By the following year, I was editing the magazine, and 
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since then, new home real estate writing has been a lucrative and 
enjoyable niche for me. I’m glad I said yes when offered the 
opportunity.  

There are oh, so many other reasons to avoid labeling yourself too early 
in the “I am a writer” process, but before we proceed, this seems like a 
good time to explain some of the labels that are out there. I’m always 
surprised by the number of people who enroll in my writing courses 
who are fuzzy about the difference between prose and poetry, or 
between fiction and non-fiction. Then again, why am I surprised? It’s 
getting more and more difficult to distinguish genres, as cross-
pollination of literary techniques occurs. Like athletes who cross train 
to expand on muscle awareness and relieve boredom, writers may 
dabble in a variety of forms, and even combine forms to create new 
genres and pump up on the mix. This is exciting, but also confusing. It 
used to be a lot easier to “label” writers.  

Here are a few traditional definitions of popular writing terms:  

✓ PROSE — writing that corresponds to the patterns of everyday 
speech and isn’t in verse form, as is poetry 

✓ POETRY — metrical writing; verse  

✓ FICTION — invented stories  

✓ NON-FICTION — literature that is based on facts, and is the 
opposite of fiction 
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Wouldn’t you know that with language being a fluid phenomenon, 
things would change over time? Today we have genres such as prose 
poetry and creative non-fiction. The definitions of these words have 
changed, if not in dictionaries, in practical usage. 

The Writing Fairy™ Definitions of popular writing terms: 

✓ PROSE — writing that takes the general form of sentences and 
paragraphs and reads in a similar way to that in which we speak and 
tell stories; can contain sentence fragments and have a poetic feel 

✓ POETRY — word architecture that does not follow traditional prose 
form with sentences and paragraphs; sometimes written in verses, 
sometimes not 

✓ FICTION — invented stories that may or may not be told in a 
factual or historical context 

✓ NON-FICTION — stories and articles based on truth, but 
sometimes embellished within a context of sensuous details to 
make the content come alive for the reader. 

So much for clarity. Sentence fragments are now acceptable in both 
poetry and prose, and research is necessary to accomplish effective 
non-fiction and fiction. I encourage you to study all kinds of writing, 
because the best non-fiction is written using some fiction techniques, 
and vice versa. 

If you read a historical novel that takes place in the 15
th

 century, and 
the author writes that a character is wearing a doublet with stuffed 
velvet buttons, that imaginary person seems more real to the reader 
than if he was described as wearing a jacket. Remember, fiction is 
made up, but good fiction seems real. Research is something we usually 
associate with non-fiction writers. Good novel writers research details.  
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For an excellent example, read The Secret Life of Bees by Sue Monk 
Kidd. The keeping of bee hives plays a huge role in this poignant story 
of a 14-year-old girl growing up in the southern U.S. in the 1960s. The 
intricate details included about how the beekeepers go about their 
business and how the bees behave in various circumstances are 
fascinating and so real that I assumed the author had an intimate 
knowledge of the subject.  

At the end of the novel, Penguin includes a Reader’s Guide with a Q/A 
interview with Sue Monk Kidd. In it she reveals that aside from 
growing up in a home in which bees lived in a wall of one of the 
bedrooms, she knew nothing about beekeeping before she started 
writing the novel. She read books on the topic, and then visited an 
apiary in South Carolina (the state in which the book is set). The latter, 
of course, is the best kind of research. The sensuous details the author 
included in the book help to carry its theme and create a world the 
reader accepts as authentic. 

Since we’re on the topic of labels, most beginners who come into my 
classes are concerned about finding or developing their “voice.” Again, 
they are anxious to slot themselves into some sort of writing ID that 
they feel will validate them. They know that there’s an intangible 
quality about the writing of the authors they love — a sort of literary 
voiceprint that distinguishes that writer from others, and they want their 
work to resonate with a similarly unique je ne s’ais quois.  

Concerning yourself with your writing “voice” isn’t necessary. Striving 
to “discover” or “develop” your voice only adds to what is already 
there. Your voice is the culmination of everything in your life — every 
experience, emotion, mistake, triumph, thought, burp, fart, orgasm, 
temper tantrum, celebration, written word, spoken word. The only way 
I know of to work on your voice is to live. True validation comes from 
within, and once again I encourage you to avoid agonizing over writing 
and just write. 
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You can, however, work on and develop your style, your literary 
themes and your writing techniques. I have had students in my classes 
from the ages of 16 to 80, hailing from all walks of life. They come in 
at a wide variety of skill levels, and of course, life experience. One of 
the main things they learn during the first 10 weeks is that each voice is 
interesting and valid. Whoever you are, you are. Whatever writing level 
you’re at, you’re at. The thing is to have fun writing and advance your 
skills from wherever you are on the amateur-to-professional continuum. 

You may also be struggling with the label concept because you’ve 
heard that in order to be a successful writer, you have to focus on one 
type of writing. There are people who write only romance novels, for 
instance, or self-help books. Some non-fiction writers strictly engage in 
journalism; others may pump our humour. My friend Steve Bond has 
built his successful writing career on the outdoors. Steve is a well 
known Canadian motorcycle journalist, and he has also written 
countless articles on hunting, fishing and the like. This is Steve’s 
“thing,” and he loves it.  

If keeping a narrow focus feels restricting, you can go to the other end 
of the spectrum and do what I do. I write brochures, ads, advertorials, 
editorials, opinion pieces, personal essays, poetry, humour, press 
releases, media kits, fiction, radio commercials, speeches … just about 
everything. If that seems overwhelming, aim for somewhere in the 
middle.  

I often have students ask how you solve the chicken-and-egg problem 
of convincing someone to publish you when you don’t have any 
publishing credits to your name. You have to start somewhere, and even 
a letter to the editor can serve as a sample of your published writing. 
Just make sure you word it well. 

It’s important to keep your mind open — something I have learned 
from my son Mike. He is a devourer of books, and of information of all 
sorts. His knack for storing facts in recoverable files in his awesome 
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brain blows my cluttered mind. I owe a lot to him as far as my career is 
concerned. In fact, my first-ever publishing success happened because 
of him. Mike was co-editor of his high school newspaper in the early 
1990s, and he published a short piece I wrote about Madonna. That 
little article was the “tear sheet” — or sample of my published work — 
that helped me sell my first article to a U.S. magazine. Use every 
connection you can, even your kids, and avoid getting stuck in a single-
minded rut.  

Barbara Kingsolver is someone I often hold up as an example of what 
can happen if you keep your mind open to writing in more than one 
genre. She writes novels that take your breath away — really. A few 
years ago, I picked up a copy of The Poisonwood Bible, and on page 
one, there was a mention of snakes. I have a paranoid fear of those low-
down reptiles, and I have no intention of ever getting over it. I avoid 
them, and they avoid me. I don’t look at pictures of snakes, and when 
one pops into a television or movie scene, I close my eyes until 
someone else in the room gives me the “all clear.” I don’t ever, ever 
read about snakes. The first few paragraphs of that book set up the 
jungle as one of the characters. Kingsolver’s writing is so mesmerizing 
that I devoured the entire novel, despite the appearance of snakes now 
and then. I kept my eyes open the whole time, because I didn’t want to 
miss a word. I closed the book, determined to read whatever else 
Kingsolver had written. 

I devoured the rest of her novels, and was delighted to discover a non-
fiction book by her entitled High Tide in Tucson. This book of personal 
essays is an exquisite example of creative non-fiction. Then last year, I 
received a book of poetry by Kingsolver as a gift. If she decides to 
write instruction manuals, I’ll read them. Her talent for mixing words is 
superb, and she is an inspiration to writers of all genres. Again, there 
are no literary rules as to what you can write.  

Speaking of rules, the old “write what you know” is passé as well. 
Nowadays with the electronic research tools we have at our disposal, 
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we can write about anything we can research. Even before that, good 
writers stretched beyond their own lives to grab sounds, items, 
panoramas, fragrances and tastes that enlivened their scenes. One of my 
favourite authors during my teen years was Taylor Caldwell. The scope 
of the content in her novels is astounding, and the extent of the details 
she included about technical subjects such as medicine, the arms 
industry, Biblical times and more has puzzled literature buffs for 
decades. Author Jess Stern claimed to have regressed Caldwell through 
several psychic past lives, so maybe she did write what she knew. I 
prefer to think, however, that she was observant and resourceful. 

Be proud that you are a writer. If people you know don’t understand 
(and oh, so many don’t), then do what I did back in 1993 when Mr. 
Negativity painted such a bleak picture for writers. Say, “Eat my dust,” 
and forge ahead. Write. Learn about writing. Read about writing. And 
oh, did I say write? 
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CHAPTER 5  
Group Therapy 

I belong to three writers’ circles. When I leave to go to meetings, my 
husband usually says, “Are you going to therapy?” He joked with me 
for years that he imagined the meetings kind of like AA. “I bet you start 
by standing up and saying, ‘Hi. I’m Dorothea Helms, and I’m a 
writer.’”  

Well, his joke isn’t really far fetched. In many ways, those circles have 
been like lifelines for me during my career. Why? 

Turning to other writers for support and understanding can be freeing. 
We know how we feel. When you step over the threshold of “I am a 
writer,” you enter a combined sorority/fraternity — let’s call it a 
sorternity — of like-minded people who have felt the pull of the pen.  

Hang out with other writers. We’re cool people. We’re weird people, 
too, but isn’t that comforting? Haven’t you felt strange for years 
because of your obsession with the written word? Well, meet a few 
more people like me, and you’ll feel downright normal. 

How? Join a writers’ circle. There are more than 1,000 writing circles 
and groups across the U.K. and Ireland alone. Don’t you love the Irish? 
Honestly, if you’re Irish, you have a head start on the rest of us. Did 
you know that in Ireland when they hold poetry readings people 
actually attend? I mean a lot of people?  

The Irish read their work with panache, allowing the natural-born 
storytelling gene to push aside all the others and take the spotlight. The 
Irish also listen to written work with fascination and respect. It’s as 
though letters and syllables are etched on their corpuscles, and as their 
blood flows through their arteries and veins, it forms words and pumps 
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them through their hearts before distributing them to their lips and the 
tips of their fingers. They are the quintessential artists, allowing passion 
to flow on both sides of the book.  

Well, OK, I got a little carried away there. The Irish don’t have a corner 
on the market for superb writing. You don’t have to go to Ireland to join 
a writing circle, either; there are plenty across Canada and the U.S. Get 
on the Internet and find one near you. Call your local college and ask 
whether they host any writers’ circles. Ask at the library.  

If all else fails, start one. Find a room in a public building where you 
can hold a meeting one night every couple weeks. Write up a little press 
release for your local paper. “Writers Wanted” is always an effective 
headline. Mention that you’re starting a writers’ circle, and trust me — 
if you hold it, they will come. They’re out there, waiting to bust out of 
those closets, remember? 

Frankly, a writers’ circle is an excellent place to look for honest 
reactions to your writing. I recommend not showing your writing to 
your family members before it’s published. Usually, writers receive one 
of two kinds of reaction: either that the piece is the most wonderful 
thing anyone has ever written anytime, anyplace, anywhere — and it’s 
not — or that it’s a horrible piece of garbage — and it’s not. These 
extreme reactions can stem from love, jealousy, protectiveness, sibling 
rivalry, guilt or a number of other emotions. You’ll get much more 
useful advice from people who are supportive and friendly, but not in 
your family. 

Then once you find or start a writers’ circle, have fun with it. Some 
writing groups are critiquing circles, where participants bring portions 
of drafts and read them for feedback on the pieces’ strengths and 
weaknesses. Other people like to get together to write on the spot. 
Feedback in this case is strictly positive. Because the writing is raw, 
you share with the writer what phrases, lines and situations move you 
and stay with you.  
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Whatever kind of group you start, share publishing news such as 
acceptances, rejections, contests, calls for submissions and the like. 
Network, network, network. It’s fun, and it’s another example of the 
soternity that writers are discovering. There’s no need to feel alone 
anymore. Writers understand writers. Seek us out.   

Remember, however, that in a writers’ circle, you may receive feedback 
you don’t expect. Some writers want to be told their work is wonderful, 
and that’s that. You can form and run a mutual admiration society. 
Certainly, positive support is a critical component of why writers meet. 
Keep in mind, however, that there will come a point when you crave 
more than praise. As you trundle along that continuum from total 
amateur to seasoned professional, you will welcome critiquing, because 
you understand that an objective eye or ear can help you smooth out 
rough patches and make your writing better. This is not a negative 
comment on your abilities. We know what we mean to communicate, 
and our brains may fill in where we omit or just plain goof. We are so 
involved with the material, that sometimes we forget the reader is 
approaching it without previous knowledge of what we’re trying to say. 
Opening up the work to a fresh set of eyes and ears can make all the 
difference. 

In a critiquing circle, there are a couple things to keep in mind when 
you’re giving or receiving critical feedback. One, whether you like or 
don’t like a piece of writing is irrelevant. The question is, how does the 
writing suit its target market?  

I don’t care for the science fiction fantasy genre, for example. When I 
hear a piece read, however, I concentrate on the vibrancy of the writing, 
the depth and complexity of the characters. I comment on whether I 
feel as though I am in the story, experiencing the adventure myself, or 
how consistent the tone might be, or why a detail may counteract a 
statement made in an earlier chapter. The fact that I wouldn’t choose to 
read the piece for my own relaxation doesn’t matter. I can still offer 
constructive feedback. 
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In addition, when you spot weaknesses in a piece, start your feedback 
with something positive. The golden rule takes precedence in a meeting 
of this kind. Think of your comments as a sandwich. Start out with 
something positive, top it with what you think can make the piece 
better, and then end with a compliment.  

When you receive feedback, it’s important to realize that you don’t 
have to take the advice that’s given. I suggest you listen to it, consider 
it and then take what feels right to you.  

At the risk of getting my wings slapped, I’m going to share some 
advice with you that may be the most important part of this entire book 
— for your writing career and your life in general.  

When it’s your time to read during a writers’ circle meeting, avoid 
prefacing your reading with excuses. You know, like “I didn’t have 
much time, so this is really rough” or “This isn’t very good, but here 
goes” or “I’m not really in a league with the rest of you” or “You’re all 
so much better than I am” or “Blah, blah, blah.” 

Here’s another Ted Barris story. About six years ago, I started a local 
critiquing circle for writers, and Ted came to the first couple meetings 
to help me get it going. One night, when we had a string of people start 
their reading with self-deprecating comments, Ted stopped the meeting 
with, “Woah!” He posed the question that if we felt our pieces of 
writing were rough or poor, then why were we reading them? He said 
we should read our stories and poems with pride and let them stand on 
their own for critiquing. Then he said something that I had believed for 
years, but never had the courage to verbalize. He said, “Knocking 
yourself is a cheap way to get compliments.” 

Now, think about it. What happens when you insult yourself to another 
person? And I don’t mean the kind of insults people use as jokes; 
heaven knows, comics and humour writers thrive on making fun of 
themselves. I’m talking about your delivering a genuine putdown of 
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yourself. The person to whom you make the comment usually comes 
back with some sort of compliment. 

 “I’m so ugly.” 
 “No you’re not. You’re gorgeous.” 

 “I wish I could write as well as you do.” 
 “Don’t be silly. Your writing is great.” 

 “You’re probably thinking I should keep my day job.” 
 “Not at all. I think you should send this to be published.” 

Once in a while, we all need validation. In fact, this entire book is 
validation for your inner desire to be a writer. But when negative self-
talk becomes out-loud talk over and over and over, people suspect the 
sincerity of your inferiority complex. When you need to attract positive 
attention so often, it may seem to others more like a superiority 
complex, or self-centredness. This brings us right back to finding your 
self-worth from within before you receive it from others.  

In other words, if you’re knocking yourself, knock it off. Stop berating 
yourself mentally and verbally. It’s harmful to you and annoying to 
others. Write. Share your writing with pride, and listen to whatever 
critiquing comes your way. Whatever stage of development the writing 
is at, well, it’s at. Listen to and consider suggestions for making it 
better. Keep working on it, and enjoy the process.  

EXERCISE 4 

When you can’t be with other writers in person, turn to famous authors 
for inspiration.  

List four of your favourite authors and/or poets. Answer the following 
questions about their work: 
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1. Does this author tend to base his/her work on a central theme, and if 
so, what is it? (For example, Timothy Findley’s books usually involved 
at least one character with mental illness. Ann Douglas focuses mostly 
on parenting as a topic for her books.) 

2. What kind of style does this author use? (Hemingway’s work was 
minimalist; Kingsolver’s writing is peppered with rich, sensuous 
detail.) 

3. If this author wrote/writes fiction, is it more character driven or plot 
driven? Why do you like this approach? 

4. Into what genre does most of this author’s work tend to fall (self-
help, romance novels, literary fiction, horror, science fiction, science 
fiction fantasy, children’s, biography, history, etc.)? 

Now, take a look at your answers. Do you see similarities among them? 
Rather than copy another writer’s style, I suggest that if you notice you 
devour self-help books, maybe it’s time you wrote one. If you love to 
mentally dive into a fictional world in which every detail is provided 
for your senses, you may want to take a look at your own novel and 
consider adding more sights, sounds, textures, smells and tastes to 
make the setting come alive for the reader. If you crave the challenge of 
filling in details yourself from a minimum of cues doled out by the 
author, then write a story in a stark style and see if it satisfies your 
creative urges.  

Some writers have taken this concept further by writing episodes of 
existing television shows, sequels to movies, etc. There are even 
‘tellings’ novels that are based on famous books by other authors, such 
as Alice Randall’s controversial takeoff of Gone With the Wind written 
from the point of view of a slave woman.  

If you have a great idea, act on it. Right away. Way back when Star 
Trek: The Next Generation was originally on TV, I wrote a script for it 
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in which I introduced the first Ferengi female. The plot involved a 
garbage scowl that had contraband cargo on board, and I just thought it 
was pretty darned exciting. I even attended a Star Trek convention at 
the Constellation Hotel (don’t you love it?) in Toronto and went to a 
workshop on how to approach Paramount with freelance scripts. Then 
— I did nothing. The script gathered dust in my hard drive, and the 
following year, I turned on the episode that in fact introduced the first 
Ferengi female. The plot was different, but mine would have worked. 
Unfortunately, no one knew about mine. This was before I figured out 
how to market my work big-time.  

Make a list of things with which you’d like to experiment as a result of 
studying your answers. Experiment with them.  

The writing course, of course 

Another venue where you may have to read your work aloud and put it 
out there for public consumption is in a creative writing course. In 
addition to offering students permission to call themselves writers, I 
spend the first night of my courses convincing them that they’re not 
going to die if they read their assignments out loud — which I require 
them to do from the second night on. 

You wouldn’t believe the whining that happens when they find that out. 
Well, maybe you would, since I spent an entire chapter whining about 
writers whining. Again, I’ve been there. When Marjorie Green hit us 
with that little read-your-assignments-out-loud gem in 1992, I felt like 
ramming my pen into my thigh (and the movie Kill Bill didn’t even 
exist back then, so I didn’t have Uma Thurman as a role model for that 
kind of violent urge).  

When I signed up for the course, I had no idea we’d have to read our 
work aloud. I had visions of the instructor scooping up our papers and 
burrowing away during the coming week to grade them amid coffee-
stained dictionary pages and stacks of thesauri (I always wanted to use 
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the plural of thesaurus in a sentence. Who knew I’d have to write a 
book to do it?) 

Well, no dice. Marge said we had to read our stuff for the others, 
because the course is based on spending half the evening learning from 
the reading and critiquing that goes on. I shook from fright the first 
night. My knees wobbled less the next night. By the third, I felt an 
excited fluttering in my stomach, and by night four, I was ticked off 
when my name wasn’t drawn to go first. While studying for my B.A. in 
psychology, I learned about systematic desensitization — and there I 
was, living the phenomenon in the classroom.  

I now teach that same course, and on the first evening I promise the 
students that by night four they’ll be fighting over who goes first — 
and they do. Well, most of them do. During the 10 years I’ve taught this 
course, there have been a couple people who never got over the fear of 
sharing their writing verbally. They carried on, however, and lived 
through it.  

Making students read out loud isn’t a form of torture that instructors 
enjoy. OK, it is, but the process also has a lot of advantages for the 
students. When you read aloud, you will catch things aurally that don’t 
leap off the page visually from the paper or computer screen. If you 
stumble over a sentence, you should probably consider rewording it. 
Also, when you are in a classroom with other writers, you will revel in 
the kaleidoscope of voices you’ll hear during the evening.  

It’s a beautiful thing to discover how differently 10 or 20 people 
approach an assignment or writing exercise. During one class I co-
taught with Sue Reynolds using Pat Schneider’s Amherst Writers & 
Artists method, we handed each student a picture of a Catholic saint 
and asked the class to write whatever it inspired. The resulting pieces 
included a beautiful prayer, poetry, fiction and even a humorous essay. 
When you read your work in the mini-community of a writing class or 
circle, you take your place among other writers — which is comforting, 
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energizing and encouraging. You belong.  

I advise you to read your work aloud even after you become a 
successful, published writer. I do it all the time, and I still find that it 
helps me to focus on the article or story as a whole. For example, 
despite my usual practice of not showing my pre-published work to my 
family, on a trip to the U.S. in August 2004, I made my husband listen 
to me read this entire book. After 33 years of marriage, I can do things 
like that. Oh, I wanted to elicit feedback from him, but I also needed to 
hear how the chapters “sounded.” I tripped over passages that were 
awkward, and uncovered some bits that didn’t make any sense at all. 
Hopefully I fixed them. You get used to reading and fixing when you 
take a creative writing course.  

FOREVER ERMA 

I’m always amazed when people say they have no regrets in life. Hell, I 
have dozens. One is that I never wrote to Erma Bombeck when she was 
alive and told her that from the time I was a teenager, I loved her 
writing. Although I never even considered the possibility that I might 
someday be a writer, I inhaled Erma’s columns and books. I fancied 
myself a funny person who emulated her refreshing — and wacky — 
outlook on life. I realize now that her writing influenced my own 
personal essay style. Plus, Erma made it cool to make fun of your 
husband and children, and as I’ve said before, that’s been a great living 
for me. I owe her a lot. 

In March 2004, I had a blast at the Erma Bombeck Writers Workshop, 
which was held at the University of Dayton (UD), her alma mater. 
During the weekend we learned quite a bit about Erma from her family 
and colleagues. If you need more convincing that taking writing 
courses can be good for your writer’s soul, take heart in the fact that 
Erma often spoke of the value of good teachers and how important it is 
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for writers to have encouragement from them.  

Before she attended UD, she was a journalism student at Ohio 
University. A guidance counselor there advised her to quit journalism. 
Eventually, she transferred to UD and was invited to write humour for 
The Exponent, the college magazine headed by Brother Tom Price, her 
instructor in some English courses.  

Erma loved to share the story of the day Brother Price stopped her and 
said: “You can write.” Erma referred to those words as “magic,” and 
said that because the sentence came from someone she respected, she 
believed him. His support kept her going. I know how she felt. Marjorie 
Green was my Brother Tom Price, and I find tremendous satisfaction in 
having served in that capacity for other writers. The world should be 
grateful to Brother Tom Price for saying the right thing at the right 
time, and although it’s a little late — Erma, thanks for everything.  

Take courage and comfort from other writers. Hang out. Have fun. 
Laugh about grammatical faux pas, and grumble about a best-seller you 
think sucks. Eat chicken wings. Drink coffee. Share chocolate. Go to 
writing conferences together and laugh in the car until you pee your 
pants (as long as it’s not my car). Rent a cottage somewhere and write 
separately and as a group as you drink in the sensuousness of nature. 
There’s safety in numbers. Then again, I usually get into some sort of 
trouble when I hang out with my writer friends, so I’ll amend that to — 
there’s chaos in numbers. But never mind. Whatever trouble you get 
into, you can always write about it. 

Earlier in this book, I mentioned some of my close writing friends and 
fellow writing instructors: Ruth E. Walker, Susan Lynn Reynolds, 
Gwynn Scheltema and Aprille Janes. Mark those monikers — they will 
be household names in the future, as the literary world discovers the 
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unique genius that streams from each of their pens. I am blessed to 
have counted them among my colleagues and friends for several years.  

When I am with them, I feel energized by their presence. I walk away 
feeling lighter, as though a word breeze settles against my back and 
eases my writing journey. It’s a relaxed feeling, a gift of empowerment 
that transcends thinking and speaking. I encourage you to seek out 
other writers who have that effect on you. When you come into contact 
with them, you will experience magic that can help you move forward, 
propelled by their belief in you and in writing. 

Here is what my buddies have to say about when they first considered 
themselves writers: 

  

Ruth E. Walker: “Until I was almost forty, I never even imagined 
myself in the act of writing. I worked for a publisher as a young 
woman, and used to smell the bookbinding when no one was looking. 
And yes, I fondled the Margaret Laurence and Mordecai Richler books, 
but me, as a writer? Absolutely not. Ten years later, I attended 
university as a mature student, and it was reading Laurence’s book The 
Diviners that I first heard echoes of what I later knew to be my 
‘writer’s voice.’ But still, me, as a writer? ... you must be kidding! 
Nearly ten years after that, it started. I began to write poetry and fiddle 
around with stories. What I didn’t know then is what I tell developing 
writers today: I was always a writer. The act of ‘fiddling’ was me on the 
cusp of recognizing that fact. If you write, even if it’s in a secret 
interior place that you don’t — or won’t — acknowledge, you are, in 
fact, a writer. Just try not to wait until you are nearly forty to explore 
your own writer’s voice. And say it loud and clear and often: I am a 
writer.” 
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Susan Lynn Reynolds: “I've known since I was 8 that I wanted to be a 
writer, but it seemed like a very lofty peak that I was never sure that I 
could climb to ... even though by the time I was 12 I was writing all the 
time. I wrote my first novel at 12. When Harper Collins called me to 
say they wanted my book Strandia, I knew that I could call myself an 
author, but to call myself a writer still seemed to be pretentious. Even 
now, when I know that writing is what gives life juice and savour for 
me, sometimes I have a hard time standing up and saying ‘I’m a 
writer.’  When I get busy with other things and creative writing gets put 
on the back burner, even though I earn part of my living with 
journalism and commercial writing, I still have trouble sometimes 
defining myself as a writer. Maybe I need to take your course!” 

  

Aprille Janes: “Calling myself a writer for the first time was difficult. 
The word simply would not pass my lips. It felt too huge, too 
presumptuous. I harboured this vague idea that writers possessed some 
mysterious magic allowing them to leave the real world behind to 
commune with the muse. They existed on a different plane than mere 
mortals. Writers belonged to an exclusive club complete with a secret 
handshake and decoder ring. I believed I needed an invitation to call 
myself ‘Writer.’ Then someone pointed out I already had the decoder 
ring in my possession. ‘A writer is simply someone who writes.’ I sat 
up a little straighter and waved my hand in the air. Hey, over here. I 
write! Maybe I’m a writer after all. I tried it on for size. It felt stiff and 
strange, but it also felt right. Even so, the first time I actually spoke the 
words, I expected the Muse Police to challenge me, call my bluff. ‘Who 
said you could say that?’ But no one ever reported me for 
impersonating a writer and I claimed the title as my own. I now 
encourage all my writing students to say those three little words out 
loud. If you’re scribbling in a binder or tapping on a keyboard, you’re a 
writer. Period. Welcome to the club.” 
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Gwynn Scheltema:  “Perhaps it’s the conditioning of my childhood, but 
even as an adult I tend to link success and acceptance to approval. It 
used to be approval by parents; now, it’s approval from my peers. If 
you ask me when I first considered myself a writer, it is probably in 
1992. At school, my creative essays always got marks, and I even had 
something published in a magazine when I was 14, but never thought of 
myself as a writer. In 1992, I took a creative writing course at a local 
college. I was in a room of others who wrote, and their comments on 
my work were positive. It began to occur to me that maybe I could 
write — not that I was a writer. We were encouraged in that class to 
enter the Toronto Star Short Story Contest, which I did, more as a class 
assignment than out of belief that what I had written was any good. 
Much to my surprise and delight, my story was chosen as a runner-up. 
Other writers had judged my work worthy, and I finally began to think 
of myself as a writer.” 

Gwynn’s experience is another example of the basic purpose writers’ 
circles and courses serve: they make you accountable for writing, not 
just talking about writing. Whether you join a group that writes on the 
spot, take part in a critiquing circle or sign up for a college creative 
writing course, there’s one thing you know you’ll have to do — 
WRITE. 
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CHAPTER 6  
One For The Gipper 

Are you having trouble believing I’ve written a whole book on calling 
yourself a writer? Believe me — at this point in the book, there are still 
some readers out there who find the prospect daunting. I admit that 
calling yourself a writer is risky. Taking writing courses is risky. 
Participating in writers’ circles is risky.  

In response, I have something important to say about risk: take some. If 
there’s anything lacking in the lives of most people I know today, it’s 
just that — the guts to venture away from the safety net. We get so 
caught up in the devil we know, we assume the worst about what might 
be out there beyond the familiar. Every balanced life should contain a 
little bit of imbalance — a certain aspect of risk. 

But how do you know what to risk? A few years ago I did an article for 
the careers section of a newspaper on people who make their living as 
psychics. I interviewed and had readings done by several psychics — 
asked them how they got started in the biz, that sort of thing. I was 
fascinated by the fact that not one of them claimed to have any special 
or magical gift. In fact, each stressed to me that we all have access to 
the same sensuous clues and information they use, but that most of us 
are not open to acknowledging these signs, even when they’re right in 
front of us.  

Now, I believe this, because I know I’ve been guilty of not reading 
signs. Heck, I ignored a huge sign for the first 41 years of my life. I 
grew up loving to write. I got stellar marks in school on anything that 
required a written component, and I wrote every chance I got — 
newsletters, letters, research papers, little poems, speeches, that sort of 
thing. My kids are grown now, but some of my happiest moments were 
when they’d come home from elementary or high school and announce 
that they had to do an essay. I’d roll up my sleeves and we’d plunge in 
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together — me in my glory, them wondering what kind of mutant 
genetic strain they’d sprung from because I thought writing homework 
was fun.  

I guess you could say it’s too bad I waited until I was 41 to do anything 
about it. I am, however, an optimist, and I figure during those first four 
decades I was engaging in research for my career. That summer in 1992 
when I opened the local college fall calendar, looked at the contents 
page and saw the words Creative Writing, something clicked. Call it 
magic, call it a sign — but I had an instant knowledge that I was 
supposed to be writing. Decades of clues that had slipped past my 
conscious into my subconscious snapped into formation, and all of a 
sudden it made sense. As you know, I took the course and it changed 
my life.  

It changes other people’s lives. Regardless of the hardships some 
students experience, they still sign up for creative writing, and they find 
the course as empowering as I did. That course led to me sending out 
articles and query letters, and with each one came the risk of rejection, 
which is scary. All beginning writers fear rejection — it’s natural. But 
reaction to rejection is a matter of perspective. Remember Marjorie in 
this book’s introduction? 

I started receiving rejection letters right away. Then on January 7, 1993, 
I opened a letter that contained these magic words: “We want to publish 
your article.” What a surprise — and one of the biggest thrills of my 
life. Since then I’ve received hundreds of rejection letters, and I’m 
proud of every one of them. They’re tangible proof that I’m actively 
“being” a professional writer and not just talking about being a 
professional writer. I’ve also had far more acceptances that resulted in 
published articles, thanks to my openness to taking the rejection risk.  

And thank goodness some of our favourite authors have been willing to 
do the same and to persevere when they’ve been rejected. Pearl Buck, 
who wrote The Good Earth, was told by one publisher that no one in 
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the U.S. would want to read about China. That book became a best-
seller in 1931 and 1932, and won the Pulitzer Prize, the Nobel Prize for 
Literature and other awards. 

J.K Rowling’s first Harry Potter book was rejected several times before 
being picked up by Bloomsbury in the UK. Let’s have a round of 
raspberries for all those people who said no to J.K.! And while I’m on 
the topic, the Harry Potter books have been a gift to the literary 
community in a way you might not realize. Oh sure, they got children 
to read who had no interest before, and they captured our imagination, 
and they spawned movies and toys and the like. Well, they also made 
J.K. a bucketful of money, and for that I say BRAVO.  I’ve heard 
people remark that they think it’s disgusting that Rowling has made 
millions of dollars from those books, yet they’ll cheer on basketball 
players who rake in fortunes every year because they happen to be 
seven feet tall and have a good aim. More writers should make millions 
of dollars from their books. HOORAY, J.K. You’ve helped raise the 
profile of writers on an international level. You go, girl!  

The thing is, you have to do what you’re passionate about, and if you’re 
passionate about words, like J.K. is, you have to write — your words, 
no one else’s. A few years ago as I was building my business, I took a 
workshop called Purpose Quest. We spent the day doing all sorts of 
personality tests and exercises with the goal of compacting our 
individual purpose in life to one short sentence.  

Mine is “I connect people and ideas.” I started using that as my tagline 
at the end of articles — Dorothea Helms connects people and ideas — 
and I have focused on that as the basis for all my writing work. 
Through The Writing Fairy, I hope I connect writers with themselves, 
and writers with ideas, and writers with words, and writers with each 
other, and writers with clients, and readers with writers, and myself 
with a bucketful of money. I want people to say, “Tsk, tsk, tsk, do you 
believe Dorothea Helms made all that money from those skinny little 
fairy books?”  
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Writers can deny their purpose, but the urge will always be there to 
create with words. We do it to achieve catharsis, enjoyment, fun, to 
impress our families, to make money, to persuade, inform, instruct and 
move to action. We write because we love to write, and we should be 
proud of that.  

You love to write, or you wouldn’t have stuck with me this far into the 
book. Turn your baggage into garbage, and send your garbage to the 
dump. Start writing. Write. Put it out there in the universe. If the first 
few attempts fall flat on their little literary faces, good. It means you 
have some excellent clay from which you can mould some darned great 
writing. 

Is this another book on positive thinking? You betcha. Norman Vincent 
Peale started quite the revolution in 1952, when he wrote The Power of 
Positive Thinking. Nicholas Boothman, whose published books include 
How to Make People Like you in 90 Seconds or Less, How to Connect 
in Business in 90 Seconds or Less, and How to Make Someone Love 
you in 90 Minutes or Less, calls positive thinking “… a really useful 
attitude.” For Lynn Grabhorn, the author of Excuse Me, Your Life is 
Waiting and the Beach Boys, it’s putting out good vibrations.  

Call it whatever the heck you want. Just start. Say out loud, “I am a 
writer.” Then write something. Anything.  

A former student of mine, Arlene Terry, brought to my attention the 
following quote, which has been attributed in various forms over the 
years to both Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and W.H. Murray.  

Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to draw 
back, always ineffectiveness. Concerning all acts of initiative 
(and creation) there is one elementary truth, the ignorance of 
which kills countless ideas and splendid plans: that the moment 
one definitely commits oneself, then Providence moves too.  
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All sorts of things occur to help one that would never 
otherwise have occurred. A whole stream of events issues from 
the decision, raising in one's favor all manner of unforeseen 
incidents and meetings and material assistance, which no man 
could have dreamed would come his way.  

Whatever you can do or dream you can, begin it. Boldness 
has genius, power and magic in it. 

Sounds like whoever wrote this understood the concepts of serendipity 
and synergy before these ideas became the subjects of self-help books. 
The message in this passage can be summed up in one word: START. A 
large percentage of finishing a piece of writing is starting it. Once you 
begin word juggling, other words fly in and take their places in the 
items you have flying through the air, and before you know it, you’re 
writing with fervour.  

How about writer’s block, you ask? Writer’s block is a phrase I suggest 
you eliminate from your vocabulary and your focus. “Block” is just 
another word for “procrastination.” Writers who claim they’re blocked 
are usually hesitating for some reason. They may not want to write the 
intended assignment, or they might know that once the word tap is 
open, they will have a hard time shutting it off. That may scare them. 
Another possibility is that these writers are working out something in 
their subconscious that is not yet ready to rise to the surface in the form 
of writing. An important part of writing is thinking. Even when you’re 
not writing, you are creating. 

If you’re sitting in front of a clean sheet of paper or a blank screen and 
your mind seems about as fertile as the Bad Lands look, take heart. 
From a distance, the buttes and spires of the Dakota Bad Lands appear 
barren, stark, uninviting. Closer inspection reveals areas of mixed grass 
prairie land, wildflowers, wildlife and bands of colour that undulate as 
the sun and moon carry on their eternal tango. There is substance 
cradled in the mask of desolation, as fossil beds that are millions of 
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years old dot the barren landscape to offer clues to life’s very 
beginnings. The area’s beauty has inspired artists for eons.  

When the landscape of your mind seems this austere, take a closer look 
into the crevices where lush ideas and memories are soaking up 
whatever nourishment they can from your inner spring. The best way to 
do this is to start writing — anything. Allow stream of consciousness to 
happen.  

Let’s create an imaginary writer named Cheryl who feels blocked but is 
willing to take my advice. Here is her “start”:  

I don’t feel like writing right now, but I know I should, and something is 
supposed to surface, but I don’t know what that is, and frankly, I don’t 
care because I’m tired of thinking. There’s been entirely too much 
thinking — and talking — going on in this house lately, what with Paul 
considering early retirement and my not wanting him invading on a 
daily basis the space I’ve enjoyed on my own for so many years. God, 
that sounds terrible. You’d think I don’t love the guy, but I do, I just  
don’t want to be with him 24/7. He keeps saying he wants to spend 
more time with me, and I guess most women would think that’s 
romantic. We get along well, but I am afraid that if he retires, I won’t 
have enough alone time opportunities to go out shopping with my 
women friends. Plus, I don’t want to give up my part-time job at the 
pharmacy. I like working three days a week and having the other two to 
carve up whatever way I like. I feel so guilty feeling this way, and I 
don’t know how to express this to Paul without hurting him. You know, 
I’m a baby boomer and there are millions of us out there. I wonder 
whether my guilt feelings are unique, or whether other women my age 
are struggling with the same thing. Maybe there’s an article in it.  

Cheryl just “started” herself into the draft of a query letter to a 
magazine editor.  

Still not convinced? There may be something else holding you back. 
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You need to claim your writerliness in order to start. You need to allow 
yourself to be a writer.  

So, do it. I dare you.  

Back to the closet 

Well, my pep talk is over. It’s time for you to go to that closet where 
your baggage is stowed and retrieve it. Only you can make up your 
mind as to what will become of it. As I mentioned, you may want it 
back. If so, my book hasn’t touched you in the way I’d hoped. Bummer. 
My advice is to keep reading, asking questions and exploring the world 
of writing until you connect with someone whose voice ignites a 
shower of fireworks in your mind and a vibrant energy in your gut.  

If you are ready to trash that baggage for good, then whoopee! We’re 
on the same wavelength. I admire your courage. I applaud your positive 
outlook. I look forward to seeing your byline and reading those pieces 
of your psyche that you choose to share with the world.  

If writing is magic, you are the magician. Remember, only you can 
offer the enchantment your writing voice embraces. It is unique. Be 
proud of it. In order to set it free, you must come out into the light. The 
hiding is over. You’re free to write. To be a writer. Enjoy.  
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EPILOGUE 
The following essay aired on CBC Radio’s “First Person Singular” 
segment in September 2002, and is included in Signatures, an 
anthology published by The Writers’ Circle of Durham Region in 2003.  

  

Out of the Mouths of Husbands 

Every now and then my husband says something profound. Last time it 
happened was in 1992 – the year I celebrated my 41

st
 birthday. I was 

grumbling about the fact that I was halfway through my life if I was 
lucky, and that I’d always wanted to be a writer, and wasn’t it too bad 
that I hadn’t pursued a writing career, blah, blah, blah. 

With that irritating male-logic look in his eyes, my significant other 
stopped my whining with, “So, be a writer.” 

“Huh?” I countered. 

“Be a writer,” he insisted. “Find out what writers do, and do it.”  

He doesn’t remember making that suggestion, but like the urgent 
reverberations of a church bell, his statement echoed within my 
consciousness, reminding me that time was running out to worship at 
the career altar of my choice. They say that if we’re open to receiving 
new ideas, life hands us what we need, and what happened a few days 
later was evidence enough to convert me to the faith of synergy. I 
opened the local college calendar and saw a creative writing course 
listed. I called, registered and took the first step on an exciting — and 
in many ways terrifying — new life path.  

How accurate clichés are for describing that 10-week experience: “It 
changed my life”; “I never looked back.” Corny, maybe, but from the 
first class, my life has been different. The instructor didn’t so much 
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teach us to write, as give us permission to be writers. To allow first 
drafts to flow without agonizing self-doubt pushing aside possibilities. 
To risk rejection in order to revel in the rapture of opening an envelope 
and seeing the words, “We want to publish your article.” Cast in the 
role of Annie Sullivan to our Helen Kellers, she led us to the well and 
pumped and pumped until one by one we cried out “Wa” in our unique 
literary voices. Most of us were in our 30s and 40s and felt we’d finally 
made the connection — we write, therefore we are writers.  

Recently I was reminded of that first-night euphoria in the same course 
at the same college — except now, I teach I; have for several years. 
Class one generated the kind of magic that happens when like-minded 
people who have felt alone in their passions come together and share. 
We talked about how it feels to know you’re a writer but to be afraid to 
say it in case maybe deep down you’re really just a fake. We discussed 
the intense need to record ideas, experiences, desires and despairs, as 
though the stroke of a pen or click of a keyboard sets them in some 
kind of timeless concrete. We confessed a common addiction to the 
intoxicating lure of reading. And we helped each other realize that even 
the most celebrated authors of all time started somewhere and had 
many of the same insecurities. As soon as I announced that class was 
dismissed, a young woman in the back row raised her hands in the air 
and announced, “I feel like I’ve come home!”  

I said, “Yes, you have. This is the mother ship. Welcome.” 

Oh, we laughed at my little joke, but her comment was much more than 
a bit of fun. She wasn’t kidding, and I knew EXACTLY what she 
meant. I understood the fevered heat that pushed her past the threshold 
of comfort into her new world of identity. I understood that the fever 
was and is contagious, and that each student’s life would now be 
different – not because of me, but because of the writing.  

Over the years, I’ve taught dozens of people who, like me, came to 
writing as a profession later in life. Who, like me, thought that maybe 
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they were weird to want to write as a serious pastime. Who, like me, 
needed a nudge to declare for the first time, “I am a writer,” and to 
experience the incomparable feeling of exhilaration that accompanies 
those words. It’s been 10 years since I first uttered them, and the only 
thing I’ve found that feels any better is inspiring someone else to do the 
same.  

*** 

  

The following essay appeared in The Globe and Mail on January 3, 
2003. 

THE GIFT 

Validation can be as freeing for the teacher as it is for the student … 

He called at one of the lowest points in my life.  

After eight weeks, I was still in a cast from my broken leg, crashing 
into trim and baseboards in a rented wheelchair. Hemorrhoids had 
reared their ugly little heads, and I could feel a bladder infection 
coming on. My chronic cough was worse than ever. It was two and a 
half weeks before Christmas 2000, and I had 30 people arriving that 
weekend for my husband’s 50

th
 birthday bash. Writing assignments 

were piling up, as clients called needing last-minute jobs completed 
before the holidays. I wasn’t done shopping, hadn’t started baking and 
was considering not decorating the house at all.  

And there on the other end of the phone line was a creative writing 
student I hadn’t seen or heard from in over a year—asking if I’d type in 
a handwritten short story contest entry so he could submit it by the end 
of the month. My first reaction was to say “No,” and I did. “Can’t you 
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find a friend to type it in?” I asked. As he explained how reluctant he 
was to let anyone else see the story, my battle-weary brain cells 
snapped into temporary formation, and connected a face with the name 
and voice. 

Ah, yes, the young man with the soft eyes that betrayed a hard life. The 
young man who wrote his assignments by hand because he couldn’t 
afford a computer. The young man who stammered when he read his 
work aloud. The young man who apologized for — well, everything. 
The young man with the poor grammar and spelling skills. The young 
man I considered one of the most gifted writers I’d ever encountered. 
And the young man, as he reminded me, to whom I had made a solemn 
promise: “You did say that if I ever decided to enter a writing contest, 
you’d type the story for me.”  

I meant it the previous year when I reassured him. “You can learn 
grammar and spelling, but your ability as a storyteller is a gift. Work on 
the mechanics and let the stories flow.” In fact, I envied him. It’s an 
awesome moment in a teacher’s life when she realizes she is guiding 
someone who is more talented than she. It’s also thrilling. I daydream 
about writing the kind of fiction that streams from this man’s 
imagination; yet there he was in mid-December saying, “If you think 
the story’s garbage, tell me. Change anything you want.” 

As he handed over the black folder containing that cherished segment 
of his soul, I sensed his excitement — and his fear. He’d been criticized 
before by pop fiction-loving friends that his work needed more 
“action.” Understanding my responsibility to him, I promised to be 
honest.  

Several days before Christmas, I decided to read his story through once 
before typing. I cried — not just for the compelling content, but for the 
exposition. I wept at the sensitive, poignant lead he had created, and for 
how he had varied his sentence structure throughout. I melted inside 
when I read his startling metaphors, and I reveled in his sensuous word 
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choices that allowed me as the reader to hear, see, feel, smell and even 
taste each scene.  

He had put into practice just about everything we had covered in that 
10-week college course. The characters spoke with distinct voices that 
weren’t his. The surprise ending was prefaced by seeds of 
foreshadowing he had sown with his unique brilliance. The symbolism 
he wove transported the story to a depth that no amount of “action” 
could mine.  

I corrected a few misspelled words and rearranged a handful of 
commas as I typed, but I left the writing intact. When he came to pick 
up his story, I shared my opinion: “This is too good for a contest; it’s 
worthy of a literary journal.” But we agreed that the contest was a start. 
“You put a lot of work into this,” I said, “and it shows.”  

“I looked over all my assignments from your course, especially the 
corrections you made, and used all your advice,” he offered, not 
realizing the impact those words had on me. In a humble gesture to 
dismiss my compliment, he waived his right arm and said, “I rewrote 
the story so many times, I’m sick of it.”  

Ah, the mark of a true writer, AND an unexpected boost to my often-
flagging confidence as a writing instructor. Most artists realize that a 
writer’s life is plagued by self-doubt. “What gives me the right?” asks 
the fledgling author who has no choice but to assemble words into 
unique literary packets. But the writer MUST write, just as the painter 
is compelled to orchestrate pigment and shape, and the musician fulfills 
passion by tinting the air with emotion-charged waves.  

Teaching writing is lonely, too. What gives ME the right to presume 
that I can shape the abilities and imaginations of other writers, many far 
more skilled than I? My computerless friend answered that question for 
me. He handed me a box of truffles to thank me for the typing favour, 
but his real gift to me was validation. He had listened to me. Trusted 
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me. Acted on my advice — and the result was breathtaking.  

He trotted off with three copies of his submission: one for the contest, 
one for his files and one for his mother. Chocolates and a copy for his 
mom — you gotta love a guy like that, don’t you? 

His words represented one of the most wonderful gifts I’ve ever 
received. The next time someone reaches out to me for a favour, 
hemorrhoids or not, I won’t be so quick to say no.  

The following is just one of the many notes I received as a result of that 
essay’s being published. 

 January 4, 2003 

Dear Dorothea, 

It’s way past midnight now and I've just read your article “The Gift of 
Words” in The Globe and Mail. What a wonderful story... touching and 
truly heartwarming. I’ve sent it to my 27-year-old daughter, who has 
aspirations of some day becoming a writer and illustrator of children’s 
books. Although she is talented, well educated and has acquired many 
scholastic and professional accolades for one so young, she nonetheless 
is so often “plagued by self-doubt” as you say, and then loses hope. I 
think your story stands the test of time, and will bring renewed hope 
and encouragement to many teachers and students striving to better 
themselves and each other against the odds of today's overwhelming 
demands and challenges. 

You must be very proud of this gifted, yet humble young student about 
whom you write. But Dorothea, you should also take pride in yourself, 
for not only sharing your rare “gift of words,” but for exemplifying the 
“gift of giving.” Such selfless “giving” in your work, in your teaching 
(and even in spite of the hemorrhoids!), was rewarded and repaid by 
validation in its purest form. I think that sometimes one person can 
make a difference in this world and your story illustrates and reinforces 
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this belief for me. For this priceless and too often forgotten lesson, I 
send you my thanks. 

MariGayl Kilgour  

The magic is spreading … 

“When I was feeling discouraged with my writing, Dorothea Helms 
unknowingly lifted my spirits. A simple comment, heartfelt and honest, 
made me believe in my own possibilities. That's Dorothea's gift. She 
sees the potentials rather than inabilities and encourages others to find 
that within themselves. Her warmth, her humour and her genuine 
interest in people are her magic.” Andrea Adair-Tippins (Whitby, 
Ontario, Canada) 

*** 
Dorothea,  
I wanted to let you know that something in the last few weeks has 
switched.  

I wanted to let you know that I am a writer, I have accepted it with 
great excitement and I am off and creating.  

I wanted to let you know that I am going to be more successful every 
day, every week and every year than I ever thought possible.  

I wanted to let you know that most of my fears have been replaced with 
curiosity and my hands won't type fast enough.  

I wanted to let you know that you have been a wonderful teacher and 
friend and I will always be grateful.  

Thanks Dorothea,  
Suzanne Caskie (Toronto, Ontario, Canada)  
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“Through your instruction and the invaluable tools that you provided 
me, I am miles further toward my dream of making a living as a writer 
than I was before I met you. On behalf of closet writers everywhere, 
please keep doing what you are doing.” Jason A. MacRae (Whitby, 
Ontario, Canada)  
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